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Mistaken e-mail identity
causes debate about proper
use of university computers
and the Internet.
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Shoot to thrill
SCS junior Dave Paradise
gives the Husky hockey team
a scoring boost.

City Council changes, open forum format, draws concerns
by Pat Christman
Assistant photo editor
A St. Cloud resident sits
down at the beginning of the
meeting, waiting to address the
council on her concern for her
husband, a meter-reader for the
city of St. Cloud. She does not
want him to be shot, stabbed or
otherwise assaulted by a
concerned

homeowner

wondering why her not-soeasy-to-identify husband is
walking around the house.
She waits, and waits, and
waits. Finally she speaks, at 11

p.m. Suddenly the change
made at the Feb. 5 City
Council meeting to move the
open forum to the end of the
meeting does not seem as
appealing as it once did.
Sonja Berg, new council
president, moved the open
forum to the end of the
meeting in the hopes it would
allow more time for discussion
of the issues brought up by
residents. The new forum was
also
extended,
at
the
recommendation of council
member DeWayne Mareck, to
allow up to five people two

minutes each to address the "I think it is a vital part of our could have some time, so we
council concerning whatever operation to let the community didn't feel like we were
topic they choose.
know that we are open," he rushing," Meyer added. The
This week, Mareck asked for said.
people's business should be
a reconsideration of the
Larry Meyer, former City dealt with first, before any
decision to move the meeting Council president, voiced his open discussion, he said.
to the end.
support of keeping the forum
Meyer suggested having
"One of the reasons that I at the end of the meeting. "I some type of call~in, so people
requested it be at the beginning think if someone comes before watching on television who are
of the meeting is we have 10 here they deserve more respect Dot able to make comments or
minutes,
we
have
no than
to
come at
the speak at the open forum due to
opportunity
for
council (microphone) for two minutes time constraints or physical
rebuttal, we just hear what the and say 'we'llgetbacktoyou.' limitations would be able to
individual has to say," Mareck They deserve the right to at express themselves in front of
said.
least get some feedback."
the council.
He also stressed the
"The reason I suggested
importance of the opern_fo_ru_m_._d_o_in"'-g-it_a,_th_e_en_d_,_·,_,_o_w_e_ _ _s_e_e_c_o_u_n_c_lVP_a.:,ge_6

Students rally for tuition reductions
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor
Students
from
state
universities,
community colleges and technical colleges
rallied Thursday at the State Capitol to keep
tuition fees from costing them the shirts off
their backs.
Larry
Lahr,
Student Government
Legislative Affairs Committee chairman,
talked Wednesday about the impression the
students wanted to make at the Thursday rally.
"It's more to get legislators to know we
have an interest in what is going on down
there," Lahr said. As of Wednesday, 15
students from SCS were slated to attend the
rally that was planned to start at the
Minnesota State University Student
Association from where the students planned
to march the to Capitol steps and then rally in
the Capitol Rotunda.
"I'm sure for anyone who looks out of the
Capitol it is an ominous sight," Lahr said.

Random kindness

A tuition relief plan introduced by Rep.
Myron Orfield, DFL-Minneapolis, and Sen.
John Hottinger, DFL-Mankato, was the focus
of the rally, according to an MSUSA news
release. The proposal would use $50 million
of the state's $824 million budget surplus to
decrease tuition at Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities and and at the University of
Minnesota.
Another plan being considered is making
student activity fees optional at state
universities to help reduce student costs. Lahr
expressed concern students will opt not to pay
the fees, but still want the serYices provided
by the fees.
''This has an equal chance," he said. 'They
are both not likely to see the light of day, but
at least they have been heard."
During the rally at the Capitol, students
planned to wear two shirts and pull one of
them off at an appointed time to symbolize
how high tuition is costing students the shins
off their backs, Lahr said.

Committees debate library proposal
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
Any military leader will
say that a war on two fronts
presents
a
difficult
challenge, but that is
exactly
what
SCS
administrators and area
legislators are facing in
their quest for a new library
atSCS.
In this case, the theaters
of operation are the
Minnesota
House
of
Representatives and the
State Senate. The opening
shots have been fired as
committees
in
both
government bodies are
debating whether or not to
add funding for the facility
to the state spending bill.

The battle appears to be
going better in the House
where last week funding for
the library cleared the
Higher
Education
Committee and passed to
the Capitol Investment
Committee. A hearing
should take place there
sometime late next week.
Rep. Joe Opatz, DFL-St.
Cloud, who is a member of
both the Higher Education
and Capitol Investment
Committees,
said
the
measure
faces
more
treacherous passing in the
Capitol
Investment
Committee than it has seen
previously.
"The
most
difficult
hurdle is still to come,"
Opatz said. "It's one thing
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to get people who are
supportive
of
higher
education on the Higher
Education Committee to
support this. It's another
thing to get it through the
Capitol
Investment
Committee where I'm the
only member of tl;le Higher
Education
Committee
present."
This week in the Senate,
the measure was debated by
the finance Committee and
on Tuesday the committee
heard the testimony of SCS
officials,
including
President Bruce Grube.
Grube · said he felt the
presentation went well, but
guarded against celebrating
just yet.
See/Page 16
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Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

Katey Oxley, senior, gives away hot cocoa Tuesday morning on
the Atwood Mall for Random Acts of Kindness Week.
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E-mail mistake leads to debate about on-line harassment
Student receives
offensive e-mail. Sender
claims he made mistake,
did no wrong.
by Nicole VanDerGriff
Assistant news editor
Privileges on the Internet are being taken
advantage of at SCS.
This medium of communication is being

used to progress racist and sexist ideas and
attitudes via electronic mail. By accident,
Molly Wilson, junior, has been receiving

harassing e-mail letters and jokes.
"I did not say anything right away partly
because I did not know what to do about it
and partly because I wanted to see what
this was about." she said.
For about two weeks, Wilson was
receiving messages .ind jokes on her e-mail
pertaining to having sex with babies and
raping women.
The jokes began with lhe '"Top Ten
Murphy's Rules to Sex" which stated that
the number one rule is that it is acceptable
for a man to have sex with a fema1e
without consent

Top Ten Murphy's Rules to Sex:

IO. There is no remedy for sex, but more
sex.
9. Virginity can be cured.
8. Never say no.
7. Sex is only dirty if it is done right.
6. Don't do it if you can't keep it up.
5. Love is a hole in the heart.
4. The qualities that most attract a
woman to a man are usually the ones she
can't stand years later.
3. Sex is hereditary. Chances are if your

parents never had it...neither will you.
2. Never sleep with anyone crazier than
yourself.
1. Men repeat after me ... "This won't
hurt, I promise."
"This makes me scared to walk around
this campus," Wilson said. "Scared to go to
fraternity houses. Scared to go anywhere
where I might run into someone that thinks
that is OK."
The distributor of the jokes at SCS,
Shane Vossen, junior and member of Delta
Sigma Phi, claimed he receives them from
a bulletin board system in Iowa called Iowa
State Computer Association. He forwards
these j okes daily to about 80 others
including his uncle, father, fraternity and
sorority members and other SCS students,
he said.
"I think it is ludicrous," Vossen said.
'This is a private e-mail and this does not
make me a bad person."
There is no link between being a
member of a fraternity or sorority and the
establishment of sexist and racist behavior,
he said.
Matt Killian, president of Delta Sigma
Phi, said, "We did not really realize he was
doing this. This was on his own. This was
one individual. Personally speaking, I
think they (the jokes) could be deemed
offensive, but what he intended them for
was as a joke."
"Hopefully something positive can
come out of this," Wilson said. "At first, as
a student activist, I was really mad. Then I
felt really defeated knowing that so many
people were reading these things and I was
wondering if anyone cared or if anyone
else felt they (the jokes) were sick and
disgusting."
"In any organization, you cannot be

"This _makes me scared to walk
around this campus. Scared to go to
fraternity houses. Scared to go
anywhere where I might run into
someone that thinks that is OK. "
- Molly Wilson
junior
selective," Killian said. 'There is no way,
you just cannot possibly monitor all of
your member's actions. You work so hard
to build your image, then it comes down to
that one person thought something was
funny and another person did not"
"To me it is kind of trivial. Those jokes
were just for his friends," Killian said.
"He did not do anything legally wrong, he
stopped sending the jokes."
Vossen did claim that he is presently
distributing the e-mail jokes and that he
will continue to spread the material.
"I respect the free speech idea, but free
speech without responsibility is not
acceptable," said Fareed Guyot, cochairperson of Campus Advocates Against
Sexual Assault. "We have to look beyond
laws. What we need to get at is holding
people responsible."
"I think it would mean so much more if
people, and I hope that people will stand
behind us and say this is wrong and
disguSting," Wilson said. "I think that if

that jokes of this nature come from a less
informed attitude. The more the jokes are
told, the more socially accepted they
become. This leads t.9warda SOCietytltat is
less sensitive to things like 'this: Jokes like
that tend to shape our attitudes.".
'
The issue raised is that · this. type µf
infonnation should not be accessible on the
Internet and that if students are receiving
these messages they should do something
about it.
"Basically, if you are not part of the
solution you are part of the problem. If
someone tells a racist joke and you laugh,
in my idea, you are just as guilty as the
person telling the joke," Wilson said. 'The
people receiving these jokes that are not
saying anything are just as much to blame
for keeping the problem wheie it is."
"I think the fraternities are really
concerned about their reputation and I
think there is some truth to people's
stereotyping," Lee La Due, coordinator of
Sexual Assault Services, said. "What 1 get

people will write letters to this fraternity or
to this person, I think that will 'make a
much bigg~r difference."
Brad Roberts, facilitator of Men Against
Violence Against Women, said, "I think

frustrated with is that the fraternities are so
angry they have a bad reputation, but there
is never a lot of real follow up."

Campus officials respond to e-mail harassment, explicit material
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor
The infonnation superhighway is quickly becoming a
thoroughfare for sexual harassment, pornography and
other indecent material.
Sexual harassment is unacceptable anywhere, but other
material that is acceptable to some in the privacy of one's
home is not acceptable in a public university environment.
Campus officials are trying to enforce illegal or
inappropriate traffic on the quickly-expanding information
superhighway.

Laws and regulations
The rapid growth of technology has outpaced efforts by
lawmakers, said Lee Bird, assistant vice president for
Student Life and Development. 'There are a lot of issues
that are absolutely not resolved in terms of the law."
The recent signing of the Telecommunications Act of
1996 by President Clinton makes it illegal to transmit to
anyone under the age of 18, "any comment, request,
suggestion, proposal, image or other communication that,
in context, depicts or describes, in terms patently offensive
as measured by contemporary community standards,
sexual or excretory activities or organs, regardless of
whether the user of such service placed the call o•initiated
the communication."
The act also makes it illegal to transmit, "any comment,
request, suggestion, proposal, image or other
communication which is obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy
or indecent, with intent to annoy, abuse, Jhreaten or harass
another person."
Two sections of the prohibited conduct section of the
SCS Code of Conduct pertain to use of e-mail or computer
systems.
Section 4: "Intentionally, recklessly or negligently

placing any person under mental duress or causing any
person to be in fear of physical danger through verbal
abuse, harassment (including repeated phone calls), sexual
harassment, hazing, intimidation, threats or other conduct
which threatens or endangers that person's emotional,
mental or physical well-being."
Section 15: "Unauthorized of fraudulent use of the
university facilities, telephone system, mail system, or
computer system or use·of any of the above for any illegal
act prohibited by the code of conduct."

Offensive material
The random distribution of potentially offensive
material by e-mail is a problem, said Randy Kolb, director
of Academic Computer Services. There have been
incidents of, people choosing the wrong user name and
sending information that offended the recipient. Kolb
described an incident where a student selected the wrong
user name and sent compromising information to a
professor instead of the student. The incident proved quite
embarrassing for the student.
"Make sure you know who you are communicating
with," Kolb said.
The use of computers to send offensive information
should be treated like harassing phone calls, letters or
harassment face to face, he said.
"You don't randomly call a phone number and say
something offensive," he said. "I would assume with the
use of e-mail you don't do the same thing."

, Explicit material
A second concern is the viewing of sexually explicit
material from the World Wide Web in university computer
labs where someone may be offended. University
computer labs are not intended for viewing explicit
material.

"I think the university has the responsibility to ensure
efficient use of resources," Kolb said.

Campus enforcement
Students who receive harassing e-mail should contact
Academic Computer Services. The sender of the mail may
have their account disabled. If the material is serious, the
recipient should contact University Public Safety to have
the matter investigated.
"When you use e-mail you will always be able to
identify the sender of the mail." Randy Kolb said.
While e-mail may be easy to trace, the Internet poses .
problems.
"In the past, we have had students come to us with
abusive or threatening e-mail messages they have received
that they feel is not appropriate," Kolb said. "If we deem it
not appropriate then we will turn the sender's e-mail
account off. But there is no way we can monitor what is put
on the Internet. We just cannot do it."
Mark Petrick, director of University Public Safety,
described a recent case where an SCS student received a
message via e-mail that included infonnation the recipient
deemed offensive. The case is under investigation and will
be turned over to Student Life ~d Development for
disciplinary proceedings.
''This is going to be the challenge of this year for us
because we are seeing more and more of that," Petrick said.
Solving the problems of harassing e-mail and
inappropriate material viewed in university computer labs
will take cooperation between University Public Safety,
Academic Computer Services, Student Life and
Devel?pme_nt and other univ~rsity org~iz~tipns.
"It 1s gomg to take a bram trust to come together and
decide what is pennissible and what is ~ot pennissible and
make those decisions," Petrick said.

IIBRIEFS
Representative to
address human rights
l,

- A representatiV~ from the Minnesota Department of
Human 8ighls will be in Willmar on Feb. 22 and 23 to
answer questions about the provis~ons of ~e MinJ,tesota
Human Jtights A~t which prohibits discriminatloll in

employment, housing, education, public services.,
business contracts and other related areas.
The representative will be at Willmar Job Service from'9
a.m. • 4 p.a\. Feb. 22 and 9 a.m. - 2 p,m. on Feb. 23.
For more information or to file a discrimination charge
~ta<t Vicki Oliw at l-800,657-3:704.

·Volunteer opp~rtunities
offered In St. C'loud area
The Steams O>unty Family Sel'Yi<•• C11Jlaboratiye,
involving' 19 JO(al human servkf agencies, is seeking
volunteer$ for a new pilot project to be 100112d in St Cloud.
Volunteers will assist wnh 'Various duties il\cluding, child
c""'- l<idsfup programs and deri<al duties. Sl\ldents in the
human ser,1ices field would have an excellent opportunity to
become familiar l'l'ilh local agencies and programs.
Judges lje need<id. al the Regional MN Student ln'Ventor'S
Congress to be held March 14 at Crossroads Shopping
Cenwr in St Ooud._
.·
.
•
Volunteers will be'aSked tnjudge nlbre thaltQ()Oinvei\lions
by students in kindergarten through eighth grade. The only
requirement is an ~joyment for working with cieative and

molivared.youth. ··
Contact Maribeth Swaney in the SCS Volunteer Link
office; 117Jl Atwood Memorial Center or call 255-3117 lot
more information.

Conference promotes academic freedom
Students from state universities
across Minnesota will have a
chance to voice their opinion on
academic freedom Saturday at the
Metropolitan State University St. Paul Campus.
The Conference on Student
Academic
Freedom
gives
students a chance to· talk about

issues in the classroom and extracurricular issues that address how

far free speech rights extend.
Other events include a
discusslOn of free sl)eech at
various campuses, and a banquet
where Michael Greve, executive

director

of

allow pris,oners m smoke: only in desJ.gnated ai:eas.
Minnesota law prohibils smoking in all state buildings.
To avoid further crowding of the court system, Kleis's plan
would define smoking as illegal eonti:abancl, ratheY than

~=

criminal activity. This would make it an offense which would
be add..._.i by prison admlnistratoes. The ban applies to

of

p.m. with a panel discussion of
student opportunities to stand up
to professors and exercise
freedom of speech in the
classroom.
At 2:30 p.m. there will be a
panel of students addressing
issues about free speech in extra-

activities
at
universities.
At 4:15 p.m. the conference
participants will talk about free
speech issues on their campuses.
The banquet follows this and will
end at 7:30.
Dan Ritchie, the president of
the Minnesota Association of
Scholars, said the conference Wm
show students the state of
academic freedom both in and out
of the classroom.
"Students will be telling stories
of occasions
where
they
encountered oppression both in
and out of the classroom ii,, their
pursuit of the truth," Ritchie said.
''These range from extracurricular activities to in-class
atmospheres that they found to be
intimidating."
He said the main goal of the
conference is to find ways to
recreate the freedom which may
have been neglected in the past.
''We believe that students need
the freedom to learn as much as
teachers need the freedom to
teach," Ritchie said.
Rebecca Kindall Nels0n, the
associate
director
of
communication for the Minnesota

State University Associ<ltion, said
students can benefit ' from this
conference because they can
discuss academic freedom with
other students from other
institutions .
"Academic freedom seems to
be a big issue of debate," Nelson
said.
The freedom should enable
students to learn new ideas, rather
than adapting to what certain
professors say, she said.
"However, it's not a type of
conference where we are going
on a witCh hunt against
instructors. It is just trying to give
students
some
academic
freedom," Nelson said.
There have been incidents in
the past where students have had
to keep certain opinions to
themselves, and the goal of this
conference is to let students at all
universities have the freedom to
pursue the truth, Ritchie said.
"It's our concern that students
be given a voice to question
certain assumptions," he said.
The cost of the event, if
students have not pre-registered,
is $17.50 and can be paid at the
door.

START YOUR OWN "IDGH TECH" BUSINESS
ABSOLUTELY NO SELLING - ALL CASH - NO COLLECTIONS
8--12 WEEK TRAINING PROGRAM - FIRST WEEK IN MIAMI
( SPRING BREAK WEEK OPEN)
REMAINING WEEKS AT HOME
(AT YOUR PACE - MONITORED DAD, Y FROM OUR OFFICE)

to students and indw:ies descriptions of more than 289 video

,Inmates ,iri Minnesota correctional facilities would be
prohibited from smoking under a b\llintroduced by State
Senator Dave Kleis R~St. Ooud.
Three Minnesot_a correctional: faciliti~$; including
$tillwater, 0ak Parklieights and St, Cloud, cumntly'allow
smoking in individual cells and in outside areas. All ~ther
state correctional f~illties, except th()St? ho~g juveniles,

center

Am~ndment court cases at
different universities.
The conference begins at I

A free "Complete Guide to Exercise Videos" is avaiJable

Kleis introduces
bill to
:;
prohibit smoking in prison

the

individual rights in Washington,
D.C.,
will
discuss First

Free exercise videos
available in guide
tapes. The'guide includes programs ranging from aerobic
and toning videos to boxing videos.
All videos can be purch~ direcUy from Collage Video.
A free one-year subscription is available by sending your
name and address to Exercise Video Catalog, Dept. G,, 5390
Main St. NE,Minneiipolis,MNS5421 orcall 1~708-9222.

Curricular

by Jeff Mansager
Staff writer

• BUSINESS CAN BE OPEAATED ANYWHE8E IN THE U.S.
• P8OFITS BEGIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER TAAINING
• FIR.ST YEAR INCOME (AFTE8 TltAINING) EXCEEDS $65,000
SECOND YEAR INCOME EXCEEDS SI00,000
• BUSINESS CAN BE OPEAATED DURING THE SUMMER
• WOIU{ YOUR OWN HOURS - DAY 08 NIGHT - MOST PEOPLE
AVEAAGE 48 HRS/WK
• WOIU{ MORE HOURS, MAKE MORE MONEY .
• NO NEED TO LOOK FO8 A JOB AFTE8 GAADUATION

REQUIREMENTS:
•
•
•
•

MUST HAVE AT LEAST AVEAAGE ANALYTICAL SKILLS
SOME BASIC COMPUTE8 SKILLS REQUIRED
A BURNING DESIRE TO CONTROL YOUR OWN FUTURE
IDEAL F08 JUNJ08S, SENIO8S, AND GAAD STUDENTS

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION - (305) 595-5903

or possesslrm of al, tob~c" and tobacco rolated

The main purpcoe of the bill is to help lessen the expense
IQ laxpayersassoda!fd wlth,l>l'ison<flu,alth care costs which
total $9 million an11ually in Minnesota.

Corrections
•Unitlmity 0-icle will correct all errors oo:wring in its
n<IWS articles. If yo,dind a p!!JbleDI With a stQey :-""error.
of fact or point requiring clarilication - please call '(6i2)

255-4086.

SPECTRA-21, INC.
"HIGH TECH SOLUTIONS FO8 TODAY'S YOUNG ENT8EPRENEURS"

8306 MILLS .DR. - SUITE 292
MIAMI, FL. 33183
(305) 595-5903
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Editorial
Free speech, free people

Stick to the issues
instead of the race card
Freedom of speech. This is one of our greatest
inalienable rights.
The First Amendment states: "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a tedress of grievances."
The First Amendment is crucial fo r the existence
of journalism. In countries without such guarantees
as freedom of speech, many times the truth never
sees the light. Here in the United States, we are
lucky to be able to speak freely without the
government threatening our very existence.
Yet in order for the masses to be affected by an
editorial, one must write it in a fair matter.
University Chronicle's differing opinions about
issues concerning certain issues of the Leonard
Peltier case, does not equal racism. By calling us
racists or demeanfog our abilities, people are in fact
showing the lack of a valid argument. Instead, they
fall back onto playing the race card.
In recent letters to the editor, it has become clear
some have needed to sling mud to get their points
across instead of defining the issue at hand. When
writing a letter to the editor, the discussion should
stick to the facts and not name-calling.
Letters to the editor are always welcome here at
University Chronicle. It is our hope when people sit
down to write they think and try to stick to the issue
at hand before putting pen to paper.
Playing the race card only creates division. The
opinion pages of a newspaper should be place where
opinions can be expressed in an attempt to arrive at
the truth.

Battle with cancer brings closeness
by Michael R. Koehler, Editor

1996 marks a bittersweet
anniversary with my family, a
10-year clean bill of health after
battling two different forms of
cancer at the same time.
About 11 years ago, both of
my parents, Robert and Phyllis
Koehler, were d iagnosed with
cancer. Both had malignant
tumors in different locations of
their bodies. As I look back I
can not even remember which
one of them was diagnosed first
- I guess I have blocked it out.
When I heard the news of the
first parent I was in disbelief and
denial. When news of the second
cancer hit the fan I withdrew
even further and bottled up a lot
of my feelings. It shoWed in my
class work and how I related to
people around me. I was bitter
and confused. I was angry at
God for letting this happen to
both of them at about the same
time.
r:---_______
__
__________________
_ _ ________________________________~Surgery. I did everything I
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could do to keep my mind off
what was happening those days.
Visits in the hospital were
awkward and full of fear. One
had surgery in the Twin Cities

1
; : : ~~=t~:~ml~~;itf::~':'f~
: 1
with student activity fees through the Student Government Finance Committee.
Subscriptions to Unlve,.lty Chronicle are available by maH for $5 per quarter

and the other had surgery in
~ochester with only a few
months separating the two.

1
Second
paid in St. Cloud,
56301.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to University Chronicle, St C1oud State

After nearly a year-long battle
with my mother receiving
radiation and my father

!
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receiving chemotherapy, they
both survived and have been in
remission ever since. Those
were some tough times,
especially for a 13-year-old boy
who ~~ afraid of losin_g th.e two
most important people m his
life. ·
The key to their survival was
early detection and not wasting
any time before seeing the
doctor. Three years ago, the

"Ten years after my parents'
cancer I consider myself lucky
to have the two most important
people in my life a phone call
away."
father of one of my best friends
thought he had pneumo'nia and
refused to see a doctor. He died
of lung cancer almost a year
later.
When families face tough
times, the people who reach out
to help are greatly appreciated. I
cannot thank enough the people
from my church and community
who offered support to my
parents and gave them rides to
cancer treatments.
Doctors have told my parents
about one out of every fo ur
people in their age group will be
diagnosed with cancer. Every
few months I hear of another
one of their co-workers, a
neighbor or a friend who was
diagnosed with cancer. Most of
them have survived, others have
not.
One of the things my parents
have done to help those who
have been recently diagnosed is
provide rides to and from cancer
treatments. Patients are not
supposed to drive after high
levels of radiation or
chemotherapy. There is almost a
fraternity of survivors and
patients who bond together and
face this terrible disease head-on
and do their best to beat it.
Last spring provided a scare
and a re-emergence of many
deep-rooted fears when my
mother found another tumor. I
was· weeks away from

graduating, applying for the
editor position and swamped
with class work. Worst of all, I
was not at home to lend my
support. This time the tumor was
benign - whew,' what a relief.
As I look back on the entire
experience I see how it has
brought our fami ly closer and
how I cherish every bit of time I
share with them. My schedule
does not allow me to travel
home on weekends so my time
at home is limited to quarter
breaks and sneaking home for
two days of deer hunting. They
came up to visit last weekend,
and I enjoyed the brief time we
shared.
We beat cancer together, with ~
support from family, friends,
members of our church and
many others. I never met the
doctors who saved my parents'
lives, but someday I want to
thank them personally.
Today my dad is more active
than ever. He has cross-country
skied almost every day this
winter. My mom is enjoying
semi-retirement and working
feverishly on her next quilting
project.
Ten years after my parent's
cancer, I conSider myself lucky
to have the two most important
people in my life a phone call
away. I love them and I thank
God for every day since almost
losing them to cancer.

OPINloNs
Immediate action Peltier supporters take a stand against
must be taken to government representation of minorities
Students and or'ganizations who sponsored and
journalism becomes propaganda, such as it
re-adjust budget didWhen
when the article titled, "Peltier case produces
participated in the rally should be proud of their ·
The administration recently proposed
budget cuts that will affect many departments
on this campus. These cuts are necessary and

unfortunately will affect all of us. There are
two things we know for Certain during this
crisis: We are in serious financial trouble due
to decreased enro1lment over the past few
years, and projections indicate that in the
years to come things will stabilize. With this
in mind, we must take immediate action to

readjust the budget before things become
worse. This is understandable, in fact. it is
the right course of action.
What is important is that we properly
eva1uate the least destructive path to achieve
a balanced budget The current proposal is
unacceptable when applyin~ this philosophy.
The proposal indicates that theAnthropology
major and minor will be phased out.
Currently, this discipline has a small amount
of declared studeiits compared with other
majors, but it has indeed demonstrated its

worth to this campus. anthropology provides .
resoutcu and support to the sociology
department. In addition, many students
utilize anthropology classes to broaden their
general .edu<:ati0rt: \h,r:QughMGM CQurses.
nus will be a great loss ., many students. If
we follow the principle of least destructive
~,4t an end1 }~ folio~£ that w.~ ~uld
not eliininate an entire diSC:iJ}line.»fi:VC :yeafS
from now. we win have rebound from our
current crisis only to find the difficulty of
attempting to resurrect a pfOgram orioo
highly valued by students or this institution.
Furthermore, this proposal eliminates a
position from the sociology department.
Looking past the character of the individuaJ
in this position, which is highly respected by
the students, we .must realiZe the impact on
the department .as: a whole. This position
focuses on the emphasis of criminology,
deviance and juv~nile delinquency within our
society. A sociological effiPhasis of
increasing popularity nationwide. In
addition, criminal justice students find these
·courses very valuable. One question may
come to mind: why can't these courses be
offered through criminal justice? The answer
is sociolo&- and criminal justice find these
courses valuable, but in different ways.
Sociology students study crime from a social

perspective.
This discipline seeks to understand what
causes crime in society. Criminal justice
classes focus more on the process. Thus;.
criminal justice students feel that theseclasses compliment their understanding of
crime and justice as a whole. Does this
proposal follow the least destructive means
principle? No. The loss of this position will
eliminate an emphasis that is accelerating
within sociology, while weakening criminal
justice students' sociological understanding
of crime.
Why would a respected university, in a
state with a highly- reputed education
system, elect to sacrifice what has been
achieved?, This proposal must be reevaluated,
and the principle Of least destructive means
Tim Flanigan
senior
sociology

controversy, protest," in University Chronicle Feb. 9,
all of this society has the opportunity to witness the
oppressive ideology that composes the patterns
continuously displayed by today's med ia.
The edilorial clearly dem~nstrates the idealistic
nature of a college education was not part of the
writer's curriculum. The naive nature of expecting to
find truth from one government official who
possesses an extreme bias toward the case is, at the
best, totally irresponsible and lacking of any
journalistic objectivity.
The editorial claimed that the proreSt "was an
example of misguided idealism and a rehashing of
facts 20 years after the incident." Actually, the
protest was about justice and the struggle for
equality within the confines of a system that lacks
both.

idealistic nature . They have come to the realization
that the Peltier case is just one representation of how
the government deals with minorities in this society.
Students shou ld also realize that this editorial is just
one representation of how the media deals with
minorities in this· society.
The editorial board of University Chronicle might
want to consider new careers, perhaps in the fields of
comic book writing or propaganda for the KKK. I, as
an American Indian, am totally disgusted with the
caliber of writing within the pages of University
Chronicle. Someone has to be held accountable.

Gary Cheeseman
senior
political science

Peltier's imprisonment is a true injustice
In response to the editorial on the
Leornard Peltier case, we would like
to present our side of the issue. As a
group of students who started
looking at this issue for a class
project, we are deeply disappointed
and offended by the misguided
allegations made in the editorial
stating that we hadn't done our
research and were being led "astray."
We have been examining both
sides of this issue for over a month,
and we have found many
discrepancies in the conviction.
Perjured documents coerced
witnesses, and blatant lies mar the
prosecution 's case. Obviously, the
author of the editorial had not
bothered to research the allegations.
The St. Cloud protest was not an
isolated incident. Fifty similar
protests occurred_throughout the

country, and move than 25 million
people have signed petitions in
Peltier's support. The Canadian
parliament and 50 members of the
U.S. Congress acknowledge the
injustice and support Peltier's release.
As adults, it is important to
question the "facts" and realize that
the government does not always act
in the best interest of the people. It is
time to be mature enough to critically
analyze things and fonn opinions on
your own; do not just assume the
, government (or anyone) is always
right. it is ironic for someone with
such blind faith in the system to
disregard the foundation of the
American justice system is "innocent
until proven guilty," and in Peltier's
case there was no evidence
establishing guilt! Even US
prosecutor for Peltier's case, Lynn

Crooks, admits "the facts available
did not give us direct evidence as to
who did the coup-de-grace. They
simply didn't."
We encourage everyone to research
and fonn an opinion on your own.
There are even a couple of movies on
the subject at the Itbrary. If, after
researching the issue, you believe
that an injustice is being done, please
join us in writing the president for
executive clemency at 1600
Pennsylvania Ave., Washington,

D.C., 20500.

Amy Danzeisen
senior

English
Alison Gaida
senior
international relations

Mr. Pretend should to go bac_
k to
school for another history lesson
In his recent series of ads, our resident SCS atheist
Mr. Pretend, tries to establish a connection between
Naziism and the Christian churches in Germany. In
this attempt he shows the shallowness of his
historical knowledge. On Feb. 9 he found fau lt with
the Vatican for not excommunicating the Kaiser who
was not Catholic to begin with! As for Hitler, he
may have been Catholic as a child but by the time he
joined the NSDAP in the early 1920's, no informed
person would describe him as such. Nowadays
formal excommunication, if used at all, is applied to
those who profess to be believers. Hitler wasn't in
this category. Some of Hitler's statements, made
when he was·campaigning for control of the
Reichstag, were worded to hide from German voters
his fundamental antagonism to religion. Apparently
these statements still mislead Mr. Pretend.
A true perspective of the Nazi view of religion
may be gathered from the words of General Erich
Ludendorff quoted in "Bartlett's Familiar
Quotations" (1959). Ludendorff was a very early
supporter of hitler (until he broke from him in 1933)
and was arrested after the famous "Beer Hall

Putsch" for whi~h Hitler himself was briefly jailed.
Translated from Gennan, Ludendorff said, "I decline
Christianity because it is Jewish, because it is
international and because in cowafdly fashion it
preaches peace on earth."
The main effective resistance to Naziism inside
Gennany came from courageous church members.
Many examples of dedicated opponents to Hitler are
described in a book which deals with the plot to kill
Hitler: "The Conspirators: 20th July 1944" by Roger
Manvell. The list includes Cardinal von Galen,
Bishop of Munster and Col. Claus von Stauffenburg
(Catholics) plus Pastors Dietrich Bonhoeffer and
Martin Niemoller (Lutherans), among many, many
others. Many of the persons named in this book,
including von Stauffenberg and Bonhoeffer, paid for
their opposition with their lives. Mr. Pretend
dishonors their sacrifice by his distortions.

Charles Eckroth
professor
physics, astronomy
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Economic issues responsible for human division
by Renee Richardson
Staff writer

The civil rights movement was
strengthened by every day individual

heroism

that

reinvigorated

the

movement's still developing leadership
and those examples can be powerful
messages for today.

That message reverberated through
Tuesday night's address in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium by civi l rights
movement activist Judy Richardson. The
event titled "Will the circle be unbroken:

lessons from the first civil rights
movement was sponsored by Minority
Student Programs and is one of several

planned this week in celebration of
Black History Month.

Richardson was series associate
producer for the acclaimed Public ·
Broadcasting Service series "Eyes on the
Prize," the 14-hour Academy Award
nominated documentary of the 1960s
civil rights movement that won six
Emmys and co.producer of "Malcom X:
Make it Plain." · She recalled the
contributions of people in the trenches of
the movement who were able to find an
outlet for their passions and were
concerned with the legacy they would
leave for future generations.
She recounted being a 19-year-old
member of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, known more
commonly as Snick, which worked on
sit-in protests and registering voters in
the South. After growing up 20 miles
from New York City, Richardson said •
she had a good childhood but noted
black teachers, doctors, dentists and
business ·owners were nearly nonexistent
as role models. Being told she could not
enter a business Snick was trying to
integrate because of the color of her skin
brought home all the prejudices
experienced in a young lifetime, she
said.
··1 got absolutely incensed, for me it

was to put a name on all the little slights
... and after I was able to name it, I was
able to <,lo something about it through
Snick," she said. 'They were changing
the world as I knew it and I thought I had
d ied and gone to heaven."
Richardson said it is important to
remember the regular people who risked
lives and livelihoods to push the
movement into the national political
agenda at a time when doing so often
meant violent beatings and death. She
said activists were also aware of the risks
being taken by the people in the various
communities they were attempting to
organize.'There was no rule of law
where we were working," she said.
While Martin Luther King, Jr. is
recognized for his "I have a dream"
speech, Richardson said he also spoke
about economic empowennent and the
growing gulf between rich and poor.
Economic justice was an issue behind
the injustice of separate but equal.
"We were not trying to just get a
bigger piece of the pie, but our
assumption was that some of the pieces
were rotten and maybe we need to bake
a new pie," Richardson said.
Richardson said her main point was to
no go for the easy answer or stereotype,
but to understand the real economic
issues that are spliuing people apart. She
added the responsibility fo r future
generations, felt in the civil rights
movement, is needed today.
Freshman Stephanie English said to
build leadership, individuals need to
have outside motivation and a desire to
give back to the community. "It's a
revolving circle," she said.
Senior Shana Moses said many of the
people who could have benefited from
hearing about the struggle for civil rights
first hand did not attend.
"I challenge them as black history
month progresses to seek out additional
events so they can sec why students of
color are so-called hypersensiti ve,"

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

Judy Richardson's address, " Will the Circle be Broken," was presented
Tuesday night in the Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium as part of Black
History Month.
Moses said. "Some people say that
without a true understanding of the
issues that we face. My advice to them is
to seek out infonnation before they
comment."
Richardson concluded by noting the
importance of remembering the courage
of individuals like Rosa Parks because
another King may not come around in

our lifetime.
'Those who are oppressed, as long as
they continue to struggle, often become
stronger than those who are oppressing
them," she said. "IT we don't know it
was people, just like those of us in this
room (who did it) then we won't know
that we can do it again, and then the
other side wins."

fromPage1
Meterology seminar analyzes weather patterns Council:
Harry

By Brian Christofferson
Staff writer

Wind, water and weather were the
topics of conversation in the Mathematics
and Sciences Center Wedne!,pay when
senior meteorology student Pete Boulay
conducted a seminar on Lake Superior's
effect on temperatures in the Duluth area.
'The effect from Lake Superior can
change the temperature in different parts
of Duluth as much as 16 degrees," Boulay
said. 'The idea for the project came when
I began to notice discrepancies between
the temperature at the Duluth airport and
the downtown area of Duluth."
Boulay, whose research and seminar
was part of his meteorology senior project,
included data from 1984 to 1993 in which
13 sites were selected: as emphasis poi_nlS.
On a day to day basis, Boulay took mto
account the different temperatures, wind
directions and wind speeds of the various
sites.
By analyzing the data from the study,
Boulay hoped to detennine how far inland
the lake would effect temperature. Also,
by
analyzing
the
average high
temperatures Boulay hoped to see where
the greatest lake effect would be. Boulay
said that the parameters of his study
limited him in his conclusions but said that
further study in the area would be useful.
"Much could be teamed by expanding on

Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer

Pete Boulay, senior Meteorology major, presents a project on the effects
of Lake Superior on Duluth's temperature Wednesday afternoon In the
Mathematics and Science Center.
my initiaJ 13 points to measure the effects
of the lake futher inland," Boulay said.
"From what I have detennined, Lake
Superior acts as a somewhat of a ~arming
agent for the Duluth area," Boulay said. "I
aJso found that lake temperat1,1 re patterns
are symmetrical to the shape of the lake."
Chris Levine,
a · SCS senior
meteorology student who finished his final
project a week before Boulay did, found
the seminar to be well organized and

interesting. "He had all his infonnation
lined up and he said what he wanted to
say," Levine said. "It was pretty good."
Levine credited Boulay for completing
a project that took a great deaJ of hard
work to complete. "He put a lot of hours in
on this project," Levine said
Boulay works for Weather Eye Inc. , in
the twin cities where he does weekend
weather updates for KMSP-TV, channel 9.

Councilman
Salzer agreed
with having the forum at the
beginning of the meeting. 'There no
reason why this lady sat here four
hours to wait to tell us what she did,"
he said.
Councilman Roger Robinson fell
an open forum could work at the
beginning of the meeting and at least
should be tried. "I think people will
also understand that if you're
coming to this community forum
that the likelihood is that you're not
going to get an immediate response,"
Robinson said. "It will probably be
an issue that someone on this council
is probably going to take note of and
review."
"This public forum is a little
something extra that says to the
community if you've got a concern
you can come up, give the council
your concern in a public forum,
you're not going to hesitate, you're
not going get an answer right away
necessarily, but you still have the
option to get on the full agenda."
Mareck:said.
"A long-standing policy of the
City Council (is that) open
discussion does not mean just open
discussion among ourselves. But it
usuaJly is at a decent hour." Meyer
said.
1be council voted 54 to keep the
open forum at the end of the
meeting. Council member John
Ellenbecker abstained.
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Jean Adler, owner of

by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer

Cyber Bean, takes a

St. Cloud's Java Z and Java
Joint will be joined by two new

break from interior

coffeehouses:

Starbuck's,
which will be located 1n the
Quarry Niteclub, and Cyber

construction of cafe

Bean, which will be located on
East St. Gennain.
These new additions are not
traditional coffee shops; they
are cyber coffeehouses which
will
provide
coffee,
entertainment, and conversation

slated to open by the
end

SCS before beginning

Rhoda

Schrader, director of University
Organizations.
The respective coffeehouses
do not view the new
competition as something to be

feared because each business
has strong points and a distinct
atmosphere.
"I just think that consumers
win," said Ed Devoid, food

services director. "You get _a
little competition and you start
moving," he added.
The
Quarry
is
being
renovated to make it more like a
Starbuck's coffee shop. The
SCS Starbuck's will be serving
up coffee, cappuccinos, and
lattes with equipment supplied
by the Starbuck's chain.
Students can use their meal
equivalency and Husky bucks
to purchase beverages as well
as sandwiches, pastries and
munchies at the coffee s~op.

in

History education at

really think it's a good thing for
all of us - having a variety of

said

February.

graduate degree

- on the Internet as well as
within the walls of the cafe. "I

coffeehouses,"

of

Adler was pursuing a

her coffee business
adventure.

The Quarry coffeehouse will
be opened the week of Feb. 19;
however, it will not be finished
until spring quarter.
The staff is planning events,
such as "Friends" night and a
variety
of live
musical
performances, to entertain and
attract students. Students also
can utilize computers that are
being installed to access the
Internet and retrieve e-mail.
Cyber
Bean,
another
computer coffee shop, is
opening at 411 East St.
Germain in approximately two
weeks. "I've never worked for
myself before. I've never
owned a business," said Cyber

Bean's owner, Jean Adler.
At Cyber Bean, "where
coffee
and
computers
interface," customers will be
welcomed by the restaurant's
mascot: a little coffee bean
character wearing a cape and a
propeller beanie, holding a
coffeepot. "He's a very lowtech superhero," Adler said.
Adler's coffee shop will
feature two computers, a fax
machine, Internet access, a
copy machine and a color
printer.
Cyber Bean will serve coffee
products, as well as pastries and
sweets. All ages are welcome.
In addition to snacks and

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor
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coffee, Adler will serve up
music, games, and a bad poetry
night in the cozy cafe.
The other downtown coffee
shops in St. Cloud are the Java
Joint and Java Z.
The Java Joint is an all-ages
coffee shop which features a
variety
of
live
music
performances and is in the
center of downtown. "It's a
more eclectic environment than
a chain," manager Heather
Lowe said.
The Java Joint serves baked
goods, sandwiches and soup, in
addition to coffee that is roasted
only 24 hours before delivery.
"It's constantly fresh," Lowe

said. At Java Z, customers can
sip coffee or lattes while eating
subs, bagels, soups or salads,
muffins and candies. ·
Marg'ie Plude, manager of
Java Z, said the staff is working
to increase the number of live
performances at the cafe. No
one under 18 is allowed to enter
the building.
"I think it's one of those areas
that the excitement catches on,"
Schrader said when asked why
two cyber coffeehouses were
opening in St. Cloud, to make a
total of four coffee shops.
"In a lot of ways, St. Cloud
is fairly cosmopolitan," she
said.

Opening business requires caffeine
by 5arah Tieck
Staff writer

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

These lunch boxes are included in Jean Adler's 195~s decorating
scheme at Cyber Bean, 411 East St. Germain, St. Cloud.

Dedication, time and hard work are
three ingredients for starting a new
business, according to Jean Adler, the
owner of Cyber Bean.
Adler and her husband, Todd, have been
working to open Cyber Bean since they
decided on a location two months ago.
They investigated many different possible
locations and finally decided on an East
St. Germain building. '"There's just a lot of
rules and regulations," Adler said,
describing the many codes and rules they
had to consider when choosing a location.
Once the location was decided upon, it
took Adler two weeks to sign the contracts
and take possession of the building. She
also got help from the St. Cloud
Downtown Council who provide loans at
a 5 percent interest rate to lure businesses
into the downtown area and help get them
started.
"People have been very helpful," Adler
said. She and her husband read and

researche.d, used the 'letemet, talked to
people in the community and investigated
other coffee sho~ to determine what
people find appealing as well as what
makes a successful coffeehouse.
Adler has chosen a nostalgic decorating
theme featuring memorabilia from the
1950s through the 1980s. She described
the decor as a "gee, I had that when I was
a kid kind of a thing."
After some research, Adle\ chose
Cloudnet as her Internet access server and
she purchased her Italian-made coffeemaking equipment and machinery from a
company in the Twin Cities.
She is networking and experimenting
with various sample products to decide
what foods to feature in her coffee shop.
''You work harder for yourself than you do
for anyone," Adler said.
Opening Cyber Bean has been a
learning experience for her as well as an
exercise in patience, Adler said. Her
advice for people starting a new business
is to not be afraid to ask questions.
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College degrees increase potential earnings
by Nicole Wimberger
Staff writer

g

Studies show college graduates
make more money on the average
than those without college
degrees.
According to a study done by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, a $9,166
difference generaJly exists between the salary
of a person who possesses a four-year college
degree and a person with a high school
diploma.
_.
The study also shows a 1.3 percent lower
unemployment rate among people with a fouryear degree than those who only posses a high
school diploma.
Data compiled by the Minnesota Private
College Research Foundation suggests people
with more education also have a greater chance
of maintaining a higher earning level.

This study also states high school graduates,
in a lifetime, earn only 57 .8 percent of the
lifetime earnings of someone who has obtained
a four•year college degree.
However, the degree itself is not what
attracts employers, said Richard Murray,

Career Services director. What employers look
for is the experience gained by the degree, he
.said, which is why employers value such
activities.
"A four.year degree opens the door. After
that comes activities," said Carol Scott from
North Star Employment. However, she added,
"If you want good jobs, you'll need a degree."
"In tOOay's job market, a student with only
good grades is not as employable as a student
who has practical experience," said Maribeth
Swalley, Volunteer Link coordinator.
"(Students) need to develop a work history,"
said Tom Fillenworth of Express Personei
Services, a career placement and search
business.
However, extracurricular and volunteer
activities also offer the opportunity for students
to network and prepare for the job market..
"I try to match (a student's) community
service with their academic and professionaJ
goals," Scott said.
· Before community service can be
detennined, students must identify what their
professioilal and academic goals are.
"Why are you here? What are your personal
objectives in tenns of this (college)
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environment?" said Murray, identifying what
he feels is the first question students need to
answer.
"If you don't have objectives, then you are
letting this environment happen to you rather
than taking advantage of the rich
opportunities," Murray said.
One place to begin identifying college
objectives is at the Career Counseling office,
where there is access to individual counseling,
computer programs and a resource center with
information ranging from a listing of graduate
schools in the United States and Canada to
possibilities for each major available on
campus.
Students have 90 percent of the work done,
however, when they come into the Career
Counseling office, said director llobert Bayne.
They know what they enjoy and what they
dislike doing, he said.
What the Counseling Center does, said
Bayne, is help students organize, and decide
what they would like to do after graduation.
With the vast amount of resources available,
students need to be thinking about, and using,
the rich environment at SCS to gain
experience, Murray said.
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Junior wingman paves way with shooting touch
·

Husky forward a 'scoring Paradise'

·

by Kerry Collins
Sports editor
Before taking the ice preceding every home game,
junior forward Dave Paradise touches a photo of his uncle,
Dick, taped to the side of his locker.
"I've got that picture and I always tom;h it and think

about him before every game," Paradise said. "He's
always on my mind and I think about him when the
national anthem is playing."
· Dick, who died three years ago, and Paradise's father,
Larry, both played hockey for the University of
Minnesota, who the Huskies are playing this weekend.
Paradise said hockey has always been a part of his family.
"I started skating when I was 2 years old," Paradise
said. "My family has always had me around hockey. There
was a pond behind our house (in St. Paul) and we just
always went skating."
Paradise has skated his way to co-leading the Huskies
in goals scored with 16. Sophomore Sacha Molin also has
16 goaJs. Nine of Paradise's goals this season have been
scored on the power play, and he has scored eight shorthanded goals in his career, an SCS record. Paradise is a
member of the second scoring line, teaming up with
freshmen Mark Parrish and Jason Goulet.
Parrish said Paradise brings a spectacular- shooting
ability that only enhances the line's play. "He brings one
hell of a shot, that's for sure," Parrish said. "He is a great
pure shooter. You can't ask for much more in a shooter.
He's showed us the ropes about shooting."
Paradise scored 14 goals in each of his first two
seasons, and is looking to score mo~ this season. After a
slow start, he said he is glad to have the scoring touch
back.
"I started off good but kind of faded away. In midseason this year, my scoring was a letdown; but now I'm
doing a lot more," Paradise said. '"I was worrying too
much but now I'm just letting things happen. After
scoring 14 as a freshman, and the same last year, I wanted ·

Paul Mlckllestaedt/Photo edi!Of
SCS junior forward Dave Paradise brings up the puck against the University of Wisconsin. Paradise's
scoring has turned up lately, and he Is currently tied for the lead in goals for SCS with 16.
at least 20 this season. Hopefully that will happen for me." year. 'The better the players you play with, the better it
Goulet said the experience with the junior has been makes you play. (Paradise) makes you better just having
great. "He is great offensively and a great asset to our him on the ice with you," Goulet said. "It's going to help
line," Goulet said. "He has good work ethic and wants to having him next year. We need a lot of scoring and he
win a lot. He has great leadership and is only a junior."
brings quite a bit."
Paradise has helped Goulet's play, Goulet said, and the
freshman said he's glad to have Paradise for one more
See Paradise/Page 10

SCS junior forward leaves team, still says little
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

reasons, Yonke said with a laugh, "It's
personal, I guess. I really don't see the
point in talking about it." .
"I guess I really don't feel like talking."
Raymond would not talk about the
That was about all junior forward Bret reasons behind Yonke's leaving the team.
Yonke said about quitting the SCS men's ''That's something I don't care to get into
basketball team.
because I told Bret I would honor his
Yonke left the team Tuesday, Jan. 30, personal feelings," Raymond said.
and said he did not want to talk about _it
With
many
different
rumors
yet, despite the passing of two weeks.
surrOunding Yonke's departure, Yonke
"I don't really want to talk about it at would not say anything to help clear the
this time," Yonke said. "I really don't feel . air. "I don't think there's a lot of bad air
like talking."
out there and I'd like to keep it that way,"
Rumors of lack of playing time and Yonke said.
incessant injuries have been flying around,
When asked if the departure came after
with the most weight being thrown into the a conflict with players or coaches, Yonke
lack of playing time. Head coach Butch responded, "I'd rather not get into it."
Raymond said Yonke left the team for
Yonke's return to the team is
persona] reasons, and Raymond respected questionable, and something he said he
that.
really is not thinking about right now. "I
"We sat and talked and he left for very really haven't thought about (returning),"
personal reasons - basically personal Yonke said. 'That hasn't crossed my mind.
reasons on his part," Raymond said. "I said I really don't know right now. I haven' t
I would honor those personal reasons. been concentrating on that."
Those were his decisions, not necessarily
Raymond said that if Yonke wanted to
my decisions at all."
return to the team, it would be the team's
When asked whether he left for personal decision whether or not to let him back. As
SCS junior Bret Yonke left the

~Usky m:n•s bas~t ba~~ te:hm
wo wee 5 ago. esp e
e
hiatus, the junior from Eagan,
~innrt stmf say~~itt~ 8 :!'ut his
5 _18
FIie photo _e_p_a_u_re_ro_m
__8_ _
"_
_ 5_·_ _

~:at~s~er!~;~~~7c~retum,Raymo nd said
''That is up to Bret. I don't know for sure

if he'll return," Raymond said. "We'd have
to talk about that but we never discussed
that. That would be an open discussion
between him, myself and the team."
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Sophomore sprinter
speeds to improvement
Ewings left Gophs for Huskies
by Kris Aksteter
Staff writer
The SCS track team received a special
gift last year. Little did anyone know how
special that gift reaJly was. The gift was
Bob Ewings, one of the top sprinters to
come out of the state of Minnesota. The
best part - he's only a sophomore.
A 1993 graduate of Forest Lake High
School, Ewings starred as the premiere
sprinter in the state. He went to the state
meet three years. His sophomore year, he
finished third in the JOO-meters and
eighth in the 200-meters. In Ewing's
junior and senior years, he finished first in
both the 100 and 200-meters. Ewing's
10.71 in the 100 his junior year was a
state record.
Out of high school, Ewings was
recruited heavily by many Big Ten and
Ivy League schools. After the barrage of
scholarship offers c~e in, Ewings chose
the University of Minnesota.
"I wanted to stay close to home,"
Ewings said. ''Their track program and
facilities were excellent. I would get to
compete against a lot of guys I competed
against in high school."
After one year at the University of
Minnesota, Ewings decided he needed a
change of scenery. 'The team chemistry
wasn't
there,
they
focused
on
individualism," he said. 'The school also
cut back on their undergraduate
elementary education programs, which is
what I want to go into."
Ewings choose SCS because he felt it
was the right place for him. Head coach
Tracy Dill said he is happy Ewings chose

SCS. "I originaJly recruited him out of
Forest Lake.
He chose to go to
Minnesota, but we got him a year later
when he decided to transfer here," Dill
said.
Now Ewings is in his second season for
the Huskies. "I'm having such a good
time up here," he said. "The team is great
and it's a lot of fun. I've met so many
good people up here."
"Bob has a real fine and outgoing
personality," Dill said. "He is real easy to
get along with."
Ewings competes in both the indoor
and outdoor track seasons. During the
indoor season, he competes in the 55 and
200-meter dashes. During the outdoor
season, Ewings competes in the 100, 200,
and 4xl00 relay team.
"I like both seasons equally well,"
Ewings said. "I really like running the 55
because it's such a short race. I also like
Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
running the 4xl00 relay. It reminds me a SCS sophomore sprinter Bobby Ewings Jogs after practice in Halenbeck
lot of playing football because it's team Hall. Ewings has provisionally qualified for nationals In the 55-meter dash.
oriented. It's a team race."
ethic in practice and it carries over into working toward conference," he said.
Last year, Ewings went to nationaJs in meets," Dill said.
"That's where I want to run my
the 4xl00 relay team. Along with
This year, Ewings has excelled in both strongest."
Ewings, the team consisted of freshman the 55 and 200. Two weeks ago, he set a
"Right now he's running a lot better
Keith Williams, junior Brian Schuster and personal record in the 55. His 6.38 heading towards the outdoor season from
sophomore Josh Westling. "We were the seconds is the fastest time in the indoor season than last year," said Dill.
youngest team last year," Ewings said. conference so far. That time also qualifies "He is more consiStent and he looks
'We're looking for a top three finish this him provisionally for nationals and faster."
year."
helped him get North Central Conference
"Bobby will be reaJ pumped up for
"Bob is a soft-spoken kind of guy," said male athlete of the week honors.
conference," Schuster said. "If he hits his
junior Brian Schuster, a roommate of
In the 200, his time of 22.44 last stride, he'll have a very good day."
Ewings' and best friend on the team. "He weekend also set a personal best mark.
Ewings and his teammates compete in
lets his actions do his speaking. He hardly That time ranks him second in the their last home indoor meet of the season
ever talks about himself."
conference. With only one more meet to Friday. It is also the final tune-up before
Dill said he really likes the way Ewings go before the conference meet, Ewings is the conference meet. The meet will start
works in practice. "He's got great work looking to step it up a notch. "I'm at 6 p.m. in Halenbeck Fieldhouse.

Hockey players receive awards, gear up for 'U'
Rieder, Leitza named players of the week
WCHA STANDINGS
Cont.

Overall

W-L-T Pts. W-L-T

Colorado College
Minnesota
Denver
North Dakota
Minnesota-Duluth
Michigan Tech
Wisconsin
St. Cloud State
Alaska-Anchorage
Northern Michigan

22-2·4
20-6-2
17-9-2
15-14-1
15-14-1
10-13-5
11~15-2
9-15-4
6-18-4
4-23-1

48
42
36
31
31
25
24
22
16
9

24-3-4
24-6--2
21-9-2
18-15-1
19-14-1
12-16-5
12-18-2
10-17-4
7-19·5
6-26-)

Results Friday
St. Cloud State 2, Alaska-Anchorage 1
Minnesota 3, Colorado College 2
Denver 6, Minnesota-Duluth 4
Michigan Tech 6, Northern Michigan 2
WtSCOnsin 6, North Dakota 3
Results Saturday
SL Cloud State 5, Alaska-Anchorage O
Colorado College 4. Minnesota 2
Minnesota-Duluth 8, Denver 3
Northern Michigan 6, Michigan Tech 1
Wisconsin 3, North Dakota 2

• ",WCHA Schedule
Friday, Feb. 16
SL Cloud State at Minnesota
Wisconsin at Norhtern Michigan
Alaska-Anchorage at Colorado College
Denver at Michigan Tech
Saturday, Feb. 17
Minnesota at S1. Cloud State
Wisconsin at Norhtern Michigan
Alaska-Anchorage at Colorado College
Denver at Michlgan Tech

by Kerry Collins
Sports editor
Last week's sweep of the University
of Alaska - A nchorage earned the
entire SCS hockey team honors as the
Western
Collegiate
Hockey
Association's offensive and defensive
players of the week, at least according to
Brian Leitz.a.
"It's more of a compliment to (he
team," the sophomore goaltender said.
"Since both ofus got it, it shows that the
whole team played well."
Leitza and senior captain Kelly Rieder
picked up the honors that Leitza gave to
the whole team. Leitza's 61 saves of 62
shots earned him the defensive award
while Rieder's three goals - two shorthanded and two game-winners - gave
him the offensive recognition.
"It was kind of a surprise for me, but
I'm happy," Rieder said. "We ex:pectcd
Leitza to get it. He's deserved it before
and I'm just glad he got recognized."
Leitza ex:pressed the same sentiment
toward Rieder. "I'm just happy for
Kolly," Leitza said. "He works hard and
is a leader out there. It's about time he
got something."
The sophomore from Lake Villa', Ill.,
said the recognition was even sweeter
because two Huskies got the,. award.
"With Kelly there it just made it special,"
Leitza said. "With his hard work he
deserves success. It was pretty exciting
that both of us got it."
The Huskies will be able to use the

awards as a motivator this weekend. SCS
plays the University of Minnesota in a
home-and-home series. Rieder said the
Huskies are ready to go for the series.
"We're really ex:cited," he said. "We
have a great record over llie last month."
SCS has a five- game unbeaten streak
going, but will run into a tough task
Friday. The Huskies have never beaten
the Gophers in Mariucci Arena.
"Hopefully we'll break that jinx:,"
Leitza said. "We want to be the first SCS
team to win down there."
In order for SCS to come away with
any WCHA points, the defense and
goaltending will have to be flawless, and
the Huskies will need to get some goals.
"We're going to have to play good
defense and I'll have ' to work really
hard," Leitza said. "I'm sure we'll get a
couple of goals, but we need to score."
Both games are at 7:05 p.m. Friday's
contest is in Minneapolis and Saturday's
is at the NatiOnal Hockey Center.

Husky notes:
D Freshman Mau Cullen leads the
Huskies in scoring (10 goals-25 assists35 points). His 25 assists are also a team
high.
D Sophomore Sacha Molin and junior
Dave Paradise lead SCS in goals scored
with 16. Paradise has a team-high nine
power-play goals.
D The next series for the Huskies is
Feb. 25 and 26 against top-ranked
Colorado College. Both games are slated
to start at 2:05 p.m.

,------------,

Paradise: scs

junior loosens up
team from Page 9 - - The junior who played for Mounds
View High School takes it upon
himself to loosen up the team before
games, he said, because he thinks the
players should not get too nervous
before the puck is dropped.
"Some guys like to be really serious
before games but I like to screw around
and stay loose," Paradise said. "I just
don't want people thinking too much
because if you worry too much, you'll
screw up."
Parrish said the junior keeping
ev!!ryone relax:ed has helped the young
team adjust to the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association.
"He just likes to have fun and isn't
that serious before games," Parrish
said. "Coming out of high school, a lot
of us were nervous but he has kept us
loosened up before games and that
helps."
Paradise may be · in a joking and
jovial mood before the game, but when
it is time to play, he said he's all
business.
"I think it's okay to be joking around
before the game, and when you 're
warming up it's time to think about
what you're going to do," Paradise said.
"When the puck is dropped, though,
it's time to go to work. That's when it's
time to get serious."
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Women's basketball hopes to_keep winning on the road
Mankato State up next, SGS must stop Bronson for win
by Jeff Mansager
Staff writer
The SCS women's basketball team will try to extend
its winning streak to three when it travels south to play
Mankato State University tomorrow.
The Huskies (6•7 North Central Conference, 12.10
overall) are in a sixth•place tie with the Mavericks (6·7
NCC, 11 · 11 overall), so the game is critical for the
Huskies if they are to move up in the standings.
Last week the Huskies defeated the University of
South Dakota and Morningside College on the road to
pick up their first two road wins of the year.
"Those two (road) wins kind of got rid of the
pressure, especially for the young players," senior
guard Emily VanGorden said.
To win the game, VanGorden ~aid the team has to
shut down two senior MSU guards, Carla Bronson and
Amy Swanson, who combined for 50 points in the last
meeting between the two teams Jan. 20 at Halenbeck
Hall, which MSU won 94-82.
Ulferts said Bronson is the key for the Huskies
defense.
"On defense we have to rebound and stop Bronson,"
SCS head coach Lori Ulferts said.
In the last game, Bronson's offensive penetration
caused problems for the Huskies. She had 38 points for
the Mavericks.

" Those two (road) wins kind of got rid of the
pressure, especially for the young players. "
-

1

However, the Huskies cannot just focus on Bronson,
Ulferts said, because the Mavericks have two other
players who can cause problems: Swanson and junior
Tracy Harter.
"We know (Swanson's) just as good and so is
Harter," Ulferts said. "Harter had 22 points against us
last time."
VanGorden said the Huskies should be able to score
some points inside with senior Brenda Meyer and
freshman Stacy Rubcrg, their two posts.
'Their posts are weak, so we have to get the ball
inside," VanGorden said.
Ulferts said the team cannot be tentative on offense
and must make good passes and take good shots.
"On offense we have to execute the fundamentals,
use ball fakes and take the shot when it's open," Ulferts
said.
"We have to play as a team," Meyer said.
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Ulferts said the Mankato State game is special
because it is the only game during the weekend and the
Huskies' in•state rival.
"I think (the rival) means a lot," Meyer said. ''They
were the team that came in here and beat us first at
home."
The 94-82 MSU win over SCS stopped the Huskies'
home undefeated streak at nine.
MSU cannot be taken lightly, Ulferts said, because
they have good guards and good chemistry.
''They do~'t have a lot of players, but they play
together quite well," Ulferts said.
If the Huskies win and·the University ofNebraskaOmaha loses one game this weekend, the Huskies can
move into fourth place in the NCC. They will also be
.500 in the conference.
The game is at 6 p.m., and it is being played at the
civic center in Mankato.

SCS men's squad hopes to end skid
Road woes continue for Huskies
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer

l>Y:l\lri11t1:Wlerlma ;

Emily VanGorden
SCS seni9r guard

The Husky men's basketball team will hit the
road Saturday night, in the hopes of ending their
five game road losing streak.
SCS (6·7 North Central Conference, 14•8
overall) will take on in•state rival Mankato State
University (5-8 NCC, 13-9 overall) at the Mankato
Civic Center. It will be the first time SCS will have
played in the Civic Center.
The Huskies will be looking to put an end to their
bad luck on the road, where they have posted a l •5
NCC and 3-6 overall record on the road.
"Losing on the road does bother us," head coach
Butch Raymond said. "But our guys have played
really well on the road. Three of those games we
lost came down to last second shots, so we haven't
had any luck on our side either."
In the first .meeting earlier this season, the
Huskies defeated MSU 85·72 in Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies got a solid inside attack from
sophomore center Jon Hinzman, who poured in 21
points against MSU's center Kory Kettner.
MSU was also without the services of their
starting point guard Chad Weeks, who averages
15.0 points per game and was out with an injury.
"Anytime a team is missing one of their best
players, it's going to be a key factor," senior
forward Jerome Jones said. "With Weeks in the
lineup, they're going to be a different team than we
'"saw the first time."
The Mavericks have a talented offensive attack
led by NCC player of the year candidate and
leading scorer Pat Coleman (23.6 ppg and 11.0 rpg)
,and Kettner, an all.NCC center (11.8 ppg and 6.2
rpg). However, MSU is near the bottom in team
defense, allowing 82.27 ppg.
"It's going to be another tough game,"
sophomore fotward Nate Pelowski said. ''They're
(MSU) taller in every position than we are and
they're a more experienced team than we are."
Jones says the two teams' styles of play collide
with each other.

"Both teams play two different style of games,"
Jones said. "MSU is a half.court team and we like
to play a faster tempo game. We're at our best when
we can get some steals resulting in cheap baskets."
The fact the Huskies have struggled recently is a
big disappointment to Jones.
"When we play to our capabilities, we're a tough
team to beat," he said. "This team should've been
one of the top two teams in this conference. Talent•
wise, I feel we are the best team out there, but it was
unfortunate that (junior Bret) Yonke left the team."
Lately, SCS has been sharp on offense, shooting
better than 50 percent from the field in the last three
games.
However, in order for the Huskies to be
successful, they need to be sharp on defense,
particularly on the road, as they are 11 ·0 when
allowing 75 points or less.
"In order to be a good team, we have to win on
the road," Pelowski said. "Most games have come
down to one or two possessions and when y0u're in
a different environment, it's tougher for us because
the team is still lacking that experience."
With first place South Dakota State University
(11·2 NCC, J9.3 overall) three games up on the rest
of the pack in the NCC, Raymond says first place is
pretty much locked up by SDSU, making it that
much more important to finish strong to contend for
post•s~ason.
"It's evident that the league champ has been
determined," Raymond said. "There are still five or
six teams battling it out in the hopes to get in the
post.season tournament and I'm happy that we're
still in the thick of that race."
Including the MSU game, the Huskies only have
five games left on the schedule and it's important
that they win all of the games in order to contend
for post•scason. One positive thing is the three
remaining road games are all against teams with
losing records.
The Huskies will return home next weekend to
take on Augustana College Friday and first·place
SDSU Saturday. Both games begin at 8 p.m. in
Halenbeck Hall.

BE AN SCS ATHLETIC
SUPPORTER
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SUMMER - FALL RENTALS
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Classic 500 & River Ridge Apts.
Fall Rates: $198 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150
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• 1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroom apartments
efficiencies and studios
• Microwave, dishwasher,
air conditioning & tanning facility
• Excellent locations
• Call today to reserve your apartment

iii

* Off Street Parking

* Controlled Access
* Dishwasher
* Microwave
* Tuckunder Parking

[fil~~=

* l nd. Locked Bdrms

~~4~

* Laundry
* Air Conditioning

* Mini Blinds

* Heat/Water. paid

* Free Basic Cable

* On Site Caretaker

m.iij@m. ___CALL2~TODAY!! _J

Cmnpus Vloce Apartments

Immediate Results!

PREGMY

✓

Parking

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓ Air Conditioning
✓ Heat Paid
✓ Water Paid

TESTING.

✓

Quiet Building

Private Bedrooms
Shared Bedrooms
Mini Suites
Free Storage

✓

Microwaves
,I Dishwashers

✓ Laundry
✓ Mini Blinds

2, 3 & 4 bedroom apartments available at six locati.ons!
call Greg for more information

253-9002

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

APARTMENTS
WITH COMPUTERS

TOWNHOMES

Think about it, next year you can Uve in an
apartment building with a computer, dedicated phone
line, and a lazer printer available 24 hours a day
for your use at no charge to you.

1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

We have Windows, Word for Windows,
Word Perfect, a connection to the library,
MNWAS and much more.

-~M""'!orcNch. '6.-....,_.,
:~::,:-;;::::•cc:::--,~
.,,.,,,.,,,,.
.,.,,

___

•Hlflhqullllty,_ls,,,,1pNt,,.,._

~

B_ridgeview S o u t h - Bridgeview West

~~·

• AHi.rq I. Hrrlce clY,vq 1m,,-

For Information & Reservations:

-•ll-'1'1m.1u.-51m

Melanie 654-9806
Julie 202-0244

Call Today!!
2s3-1100 .

Southview Apts.
523 S. 12th St.
University Apts.
339 S. Sixth Ave

College View Apts.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.

Metfoview Apts.
3 IO S. Eighth Ave.

Univ. North Apts.
327 S. Seventh Ave.

-Utilities Paid, Air Conditioning, Microwave, Dish~asherf or more information call:

RIVERSIDE
Real Estate Prop. Inc.
229 Fifth Ave. S. St. Cloud
-Next to Coboms

251-8284
or .
251-9418

Premiere Student Housing
• Heated Swlmmlng Pool
• Free Parking/Outlets
• Sand Volleyball Court
• Heat and Water paid
• Phone/cable each bedroom
• Celling fans In bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwashers

• Air conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerators
• Laundry Facilities
• vending Machines
• Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

CALL 252-2633

/liiiJ1C'li !I qi;
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]DIVERSIONS
Special 'Live' to highlight energy of guitarist
by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer

F

ans of guitarist Billy
McLaughlin
will
experience the intensity

and live energ)'. innate to a
concert performance in addition
to taking part in the broadcast of

an episode of "Monday Night
Live," said KVSC-88. l FM
station manager Jo McMullen.
MNL is broadcasting the

special live performance on
KVSC and UTVS Cable
Channel Six. The concert will
be held at 9:30 p.m. on Monday,

Feb. 19, in the Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium. "Once a
quarter we try to highlight
(MNL) and show it off,"
McMullen said.

The perfonnance's first half
hour will feature McLaughlin
playing his guitar solo. Later, he
will be joined by his band. "It
just gets bigger and bigger and
bigger as the evening goes on,"
McLaughlin said, describing
the energy of the performance.
The band, which McLaughlin
describes
as
"dynamic,"
includes electric guitar player
Dirk Frame, drummer Andy
Algire, bass guitarist Jeffrey
Promotional photo
Bailey, keyboard player Tim
Snow, and three background Billy Mclaughin will perform at 9:30 p.m. Monday, Feb. 19 in the Kimberly A. Ritsche
"Auditorium.
The
performance
is
a
special
broadcast
of
KVSC-FM's
"Monday
Night
vocalists. McLaughlin enjoys
improvising
at
live Live."
director, among the most recent acts to his band to St. Cloud, Lee said.
performances to make each promotions
collaborated with Aaron White, appear on MNL.
McLaughlin bas performed
show unique.
"We've been getting phone professionally for 15 years. He
"It's just real intricate guitar the executive producer of MNL
work very moving," and chief engineer at KVSC, to calls for mail orders (of started building a reputation
McMullen said. "It's acoustic. plan the performance, one of tickets)," Lee said. "I haven't and gaining experience by
You sit in the audience and get several quarterly shows at SCS gotten that for any of the other playing clubs, school dances
real enthralled with what he's since MNL's 1991 debut. shows I've done." McLaughlin and other forums. "When I was
Martin Zellar and Kid Johnny has a l~rge fan base in the Twin a teenager we did whatever we
doing."
David
Lee,
.KVSC Lang and the Big Bang are Cities and he has never brought could do," he said.

Music was 1',jcLaughlin's
major area of study during bis
college years. His curiousity
about other types of music
spurred his decision to study
music, and such knowledge
nourished his abilities as an
artist and enriched his music, he
said.
McLaughlin has produced
five albums, in addition to
performing on dozens of other
musicians' albums. His most
recent release, 'Toe Bow and
the Arrow," debuted in autumn
and is now receiving national
attention.
'Toe studio is a great think
tank,"
said
McLaughlin.
However, he said the business
aspect of his musical career has
led him to deal with a variety of
issues outside of the artistic
aspect of performing and to see
music on different levels. "You
have an idea of how to survive
and give the music a chance,"
he said.
McLaughlin said he and his
band have perservered and
adjusted to the rigorous touring
schedule in order tQ become
successful. He said success
comes with a little luck and a lot
of hard work. "It's pretty hard
to get me discouraged," he said.

The "Monday Night Live"
performance
of
Billy
McLaughlin is at 9:30 p.m. Feb.
19, at the Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium. Tickets cost $5 and
can be purchased at KVSC~FM,
the Electric Fetus and the four
Bo Diddley's locations.

Black History Month activities to heighten cultural awareness
by Nicole Wlmberger
~ffwriter

,

H
·an

eightening

(cultural)

awareness of students
ond faculty at Slate Js

ongoing' : j,r00eSS.-" ~
JanlCe
~QWtney~ Walker,
graduate student of Minority

Little: "'fh,eater.

oo,dtJheir own I a n ~ and in
Eog~sb, said Qlrlsl>n,

"Undesirable

"It's a very powerful
message to see that my
e,:.pefience is :similar to

p.m. o n ~ 21, in~wood
Adm~$ion is
free IO. students, faculty and
community members.

foeusc:s; : J)l1 tbe

Elements"

fit¢<

of s<>IJll:illle from Euerto Rico :or:
Somalia," said Carlson about

individlllils who - . bbi:n into
one culture and live in another.'
Although the actors cQ111C from
Education.
. divcne background$ and
InananempltoproVidesUCh ethniCi~. Such as ·Filipino,
awareness in conjunction with Laotian 'Rinong, Puert() Rican
Black History Month, SCS's and S0tnalian, among others,
president's office, Affirmative they share many common
Action, Minority Student experiences,
said
Debra
Pt<:igrams and the Cultural Carlson, the Atfrrmative:Action
Diversity
Committee
are officer involved in bringing the
sponsoring the group Illusion troupe to SCS.
Theater in a performance of
One similarity is displayed in
"Undesirable Elements.''
the opening of the perfurmance.
"Undesirable Elements" wi11 The characters tell their names
be presented at 2 p.m. and 7 and nicknames, speaking in

the · connection she felt was
established by tbe use of

nicknames.
The actors· ate real-Jife
people telling their real~life
stories. Although there is a
script, the script was written
based upon, and with the help
of, the individual characters.
said Carlson.
"They are sharing the
richness · of ihe Culture that
exists in Minnesota,'' said
Courtney-Walker, who worked

on advcni~ng and publitj~ for

Gray, program direptor for

the ttoupe visit

KVSC.

After the performance. the
will lead a discuSSion
group to address issues brou.gbt
by their performance:.,

one hour~ but will be broadcast
in bal( bout blocks,
said.

cast

up

'"People OUght to bo able to
walk away with an appreciation
of difference,',' said CariSQll.;
In connet:$ion with Black

History Month, KVSC has alsO
planned two feature programs,
"Passing It On fi" and a
featured Arti$t Spotlight
Each Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday at 11 a.m.,
throughout the month of
February, KVSC will be
featuring a series entitled
''Passing It On II: Voices From
Black America's Past," said Jim

Each of these programs last

ray

These programs focus on the
accomplishments
Of
the
African-American community,
and a range of topics from civil
rights
lawyers
to the
Mont~ery bus boycOtt, he
said.

Also, each Tuesday through
Sunday, from 11 ·"'p.m. to
midnight, the Featured Artist
Spotlight
will
highlight
African-American artists such
as Jimi Hendrix. and Aretha
Franklin.
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Whoo?! Professor touts Minnesota's owls
by Paul Wait
Staff writer

N

ot all owls prowl deep in the woods
at night.
"Many owls live· in town - far more
than most people realize," said Al Grewe,

professor of biology. Grewe presented
slides and educated a group of people
about the owls of Minnesota Tuesday
night at Wild Bird Crossing, 103 Division
St., Waite Park.
A pair of barred owls has made Barden
Park its home for lhe past few years,
Grewe said. Barred owls, which are the
only dark-eyed owl species in Minnesota,
usually nest in hollow trees.

Grewe has built aild placed about 600
nest sites for owls in Minnesota, he said.

Owls do not construct their own nests,
and they often choose to use abandoned
red-tail hawk nests, Grewe said.

As with all birds of prey, female owls
are larger than maJes. Owls begin nesting
in mid-February, usuaJly laying two or
three eggs, he said.
A pair of barred owls nested in
Grewe's back yard ..Tirree owlets hatched,
born down-covered with their eyes
closed. People would gather in the yard to
Watch the owls feed on mice Grewe
brought for them, he said.
The .owlets grew throughout the
summer, and stayed in the area even after
they learned to fly, he said. '1We always
had IO eyes watching us."
At least 11 species of owls spend part
of the year in Minnesota, Grewe said.
Snow owls migrate to Minnesota from
the Arctic, and are sometimes found
hunting in the open spaces rrear airports,
he said.

Julia

Peterson/Staff

photographer

Al Grewe, professor of biology, gives a lecture on owls Tuesday at Wild Bird Crossings In Waite Park.
Grewe has worked with six or seven
graduate students to conduct various
studies on owls. Grewe and SCS graduate
Steve Lock studied great gray owls, using
mice to entice the birds to the ground and
covering them with a long-handleQ net.
Captured birds were weighed, measured

and sexed. Some were tagged and fitted
with radio transmitters for future study,
Grewe said.
Another owling expedition took Grewe
deep into a tamarack swamp t9 locate a
h:i\yk owl, or kestrel nest. Many people
contend kestrels do not nest in

Minnesota, he said. Grewe has found
kestrel nests. "A lot of people don't get
out of their car much," he said.

See Owls/Page 16

Music Review

'Once Blue' release brings pleasant thoughts of April showers

W

ith the coming of last
week's 40-degreeplus temperatures, I
found myself shedding m)'
jacket, breathing in the fresh air
and rolling naked in the mud and
melting snow (whoops scratch that last part, at least for
publication). Anyway, as my
thoughts turned to springtime, I
had the
perfect
musical
soundtrack to my seasonal
yearnings.
"Once Blue," the self-titled
debut release by the New York
City duo, first arrived in the
Chronicle offices last
November, but I never seemed
to find the time to sit down and
listen to it until last week.
When I did, it threw me for a
loop.
The group (consisting of
vocalist Rebecca Martin and
guitarist Jesse Harris)
specializes in an acoustic-based
sound that Combines the worlds
of jazz and folk into a breezy
and tasteful musical mixture.
The group 1s not for everyone,
but if more often than not your
radio dial finds itself located on
stations like the Cities 97, this
is a group worth checking out.
Several of the tracks stand
out. Among them is the earthy
jazz sounds of "Where the
Lilies Bloom," which looks at
changing relationships and

changing seasons.
The song, like
many on th~lbum,
would be written off
as easy listening if it
was not so wellwritten and
masterfully
performed.
The difference
between this music
and the music of easy-listening

gods like Michael
Bolton and other
assorted stiffs is
slightly longer than
the distance between
}'our front door and
the Andromeda
Galaxy.
The dream-world
stroll "Now That I've
. Disappeared" is
another good example of the

blending of folk and jazz this
duo is able to achieve.
By combining jazz (the
music of the city) with folk (the
music of the country) the hybrid
sound that emerges is freefloating and unable to be pinned
down.
Nowhere is this truer than on
my personal favorite track from
the album, ''Trumansburg." The
song conjures up small-town

memories as they play across
the mind of one no longer there.
It is a sprightly, up-tempo,
acoustic number that is as easy
to hum as it is hard to get out of
your mind.
To be sure, there are a few
mis-steps. The backing
musicians (upright bass, snare
drums etc.) are excellent on
most songs, but the snare drum
on "Where to Now" is so heavy
it begins to weigh down the
song like sacks of granite tied
to the feet of one who rats on
the mob.
While some of the tracks,
like "I Haven't Been Me" and
"Wait" (the closest thing the
album has to a rock and roll
song), may have been better left
on the cutting room floor, the
magic generated in tracks like
"Stardust and Snow" more than
makes up for the fact.
So with the fat old
groundhog seeing his shadow
and slinking back down his
hole with the doom-struck look
of a presidential candidate
spotting his mistress speaking
to reporters at a campaign rally,
it may be a while before spring
is truly here . .Until then, albums
like "Once Blue" will help to
case the cabin fever.
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FILM REVIE W

'Dead Man' powerful, ~live with emotion

W

Prejean begins the frustrating
ith renewed debates
task of convincing
in America
Poncelet to come to
regarding the
terms with his sins and
death penalty, prison
overcrowding, and
admission to guilt, not to
violence in society, the
mention spirituality. Her
faith is tested as she
death-row drama "Pead
crawls inside Poncelet's
Man Walking" could not
be any more timely. An
psyche.
Poncelet is powetfully
engrossing tale,
played by Sean Penn ("Colors,"
"Walking" is the true story of a
"Carlito's Way") in his white
nun who befriends an inmate
trash bouffant and stringy
sentenced to death. Regardless
goatee. Penn presents an ugly
of your opinion on this volatile
but incredibly real persona., His
issue, it is next to impossible to
layered characterization shows a
leave this film without feeling
· faint glimmer of vulnerability at
emotionally moved.
Susan Sarandon ("Bull
rare times, but brutal hate at
others. Penn has preferred
Durham," "Lorenzo's Oil") is
· Sister Helen Prejean who, in her directing to acting lately. His
return in front of the camera
spare time from working in
was a wise decision as both he
housing projects, decides to
help counsel death row inmates. and Susan Sarandon have
She is matched with a real
picked up best acting
nominations for the Academy
scumbag, Mau Poncelet, who is
Awards.
a rapist and murderer. Sister
The rest of the cast is
peppered with veteran actors.
One of the grieving fathers of
Poncelet's victims is Lee Enney,
who many will recognize as the
drill sergeant from both "Full
Rating:
Metal Jacket" and the television
pilot for "Space: Above and
Beyond." The other grieving
Playing at:
father was Raymond Barry, who
"X•Files" fans will recognize as
Parkwood&
Mulder's congressional ally,

''Dead Man
Walking"

******-

Senator Matheson. Both turn in
emotional petfonnances. In a
deftly parado;icical casting move,
Scott Wilson plays the prison
chaplin. Wilson starred as half
of a murdering duo in the 1967
"In Cold Blood," a sort of
"Natural Born Killers" of its
day.
_Writer.director Tim Robbins,
who wrote the script from Sister
Prejean's book "Dead Man
Walking," is another actor•
turned.director. I mentioned
Robbins in my winter video
review for his directorial debut
in "Bob Roberts," a biting
political satire. Ro}?bins has
really outdone himself,
successfully tackling such an
ambitious project. Robbins was
successful, along with Sarandon
and Penn, and received a
nomination for best director. He
shows great skill with the
camera, enhancing scenes with
certain angles and techniques,
but never distracts from the
dramatic power of the actors.
I know that Robbins is
against the death penalty, but
this is not some heavy•handed
morality piece. You almost start
to feel sorry for Poncelet, but
only because his values and
morals fall so short of the
beauty and greatness a human
can achieve; thus, we see him as

Copyright 1995 Sony Music

an apathetic creature. His crime
is not the issue. As heinous as it
was, it happens a11 the time. But
through the character study, we
ask ourselves the greater
questions. What could make
someone do something like
this? Could this have been
prevented?
_In the film we also see how
human life is reduced to
methodical procedures.
'"Walking" is not supposed to

make you lobby against the
death penalty. It strives to make
you think about the issue about whether capital
punishment works or deters, not
just whether or not it is
j1,1stified. In that respect,
"Walking" is poignant and
poetic. If a movie's purpose is
to generate feelings and
·
emotional response, you won't
find one much better than
"Dead Man Walking."

STUDENTS ...
FLEXIBLE JOBS AVAILABLE!
• Schedule your own shifts!
• Work as many as 40 hours/week or as
few as 20 hours/week.
• Starting wage of $5.50 or $5.75 per hour
plus bonuses!
• Average earnings of $7.00 per hour!
• A job that enhances your resume.

'1 really enjoy being at Meyer!
It's the perfect part-time job,
especially ifyou're a student."
Meg Hanley
Meyer Associates, Inc.
TSR of the Year

Call 259-4054 Sunday-Friday
between 6 and 9 p.m. to apply for
Day or Evening positions.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Library: proposal
"I'm optimistic, but there are
a lot of things that could go
wrong in the next few weeks,"
Grube said. 'This is the critical
period. We should know either
way in the next few weeks."
The measure was tentatively
scheduled to be voted on
yesterday afternoon and Sen.
Dave Kleis, IR-St. Cloud, said
he believed four committee
members
were
solidly
committed to adding funding
for the library to the bill. That
meant supporters needed two
more votes to assure passage
and, as of Wednesday, three
committee members remained
undecided.
Kleis said some on the
committee feel there is no need
for such a project in the
modern information age.
'There are some people (on
the committee) who feel we're
at the point of technology

still up in air fromPage1---

where everything is digitized,"
Kleis said. "Unfortunately,
only IO percent of printed
materials are digitized so we're
nowhere near that point yet."
Kleis said the measure had a
"50-50" shot at being added to
the bill, but said even ifit is not
added now, it could be added
as an amendment in future
committees.
"It's a tough call," Kleis
said. "It will be very close."
Even if the measure does not
make it into the final Senate
spending bill, it could still be
added to the bill worked out in
conference between the House
and the Senate. That is
provided it found its way into
the final version of the House
bill. If it makes it into neither
of the bills it is essentially
finished.
Grube said he would rather
have the measure passed in

both bills than take his chances
in committee.
"We're working very, very
hard to have (the measure) in
both bills," Grube said. "We're
working with the legislators to
try and make them see the need
for this facility. We haven't had
a new academic building at
SCS since the 1970's and
we're long overdue for this
funding."
Kleis said adding the
measure to the bill in
conference is a Joni-term
strategy and said he still feels
confident funding for a new
library at SCS will be in the
final version of the spending
bill sent to Gov. Arne Carlson
to sign.
"I feel confident the funding
will come through," Kleis said.
"We're picking up a lot of
support."

Owls: from Page 1 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Harsh winter weather is
killing a lot of owls this winter,
Grewe said. "Owls are starving
because the snow is too deep
for the owls to get at mice."
In addition to exceptional
eyesight, owls have large,
sensitive ears. Owls can hear
mice moving around beneath
the snow and will dive into the
snow at the sound, Grewe said.
Julia Jensen, who with
husband Jim owns and
operates ·Wild Bird Crossing,

said Grewe's presentation is an
important part of the education
process for the public. "We
have a real interest in
encouraging a budding or
existing interest in birds," she
said. "Birding is good for the
soul."
In addition to educating
people about birds, Grewe is
working to develop Crane
Meadows National Wildlife
Refuge, a 13,000 acre habitat
area in Morrison County.

Crane Meadows will benefit
many wildlife species including owls.
Although owl sightings are
uncommon for many people,
owls are present in many
Minnesota woodlands. If Al
Grewe had his way, owls
would be even more prevalent.
"If you've got a woods, you
ought to have an owl in it," he
said.

Halenbeck Apartments
Now renting summer and fall,'96!
Pick out your own large private room in our
beautifuf two-bath apartments housing up to
four people at Fifth Ave., 11th St. S..
: k~~~i~~rb~~il:~s
• available storage space
• on-site coin laundry
• off-street parking

: ~c~~A~\!~~i~\ next door
• U pik-kwik next door
• quiet & well-managed
• no application fee

Nine & 12 month leases are available
as monthly or quarterly payment plans
• $549/person/quarter
• $183/person/12 months

our and two bedroom apartments for
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

All units include:
• Off-street parking
• Phone & TV jacks
• location on bus line
• On-site caretaker
• Paid heat and water

• Mini-blinds
• Air conditioning
• Carpeting
• Dishwaher
• Microwaves

Single Summer rentals $100

J2 month leases for four bedroom apts.
$18o'month
Call for a showing! Tom 253-1898 or Paul 267-5752

AS SEEN. ON. CHS NEWS "411 IIOIJllS"

··································-·······
WE'LL ERASE
YOUR COLLEGE
LOAN.
If you're stuck with a
student loan that's not in
default, the Army might
pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll rec
duce your debt-up to
$55,000. Payment is either
1/3 of the debt or $1,500
for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You'll also have training in a choice of skills and
enough self-assurance to
last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from
your Army Recruiter.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH

Call 252-2212
in St. Cloud
ARMY.

BE ALL lOU CAN BE:

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

·1-;i:·GGG~s.u~Mcii~isi~TOLL F~E IMFOl!WA,TIOJtil & KSE"l!VATIONS
OR SURF OVER TO OUR WEB SITE AT:

http:/ /www.sunchase.com

~i~Scde ~CiAsSJFIEDS''~:::,:•:~:~•!:!
Pot1·c1·es

0crass1f1eds WIii not be accepted over the phone
,.
• Classifieds price five words a line, $1 a line Six words comprises two Imes, costing $2.
• Notices are free and will run only 11 space allows
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's ed1hon and Tuesday at noon for Fnday's ed1t1on.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle. at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

MD

l(t],iijij
■■••-•••-

'96·'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. Many locations.
House, apt. houses, apt.
buildings. Great locations,
great living. Responsible
and respectful students
wanted. Dan, 255-9163
or George, 252-2052.
$250•$325/MO. 2bdrm. apt. Includes
parking, basic utilities.
Convenient SE side
location. These rates
avail. for June-Aug. Low
fall rates, tool! Call today.
Northern Management,
654-8300.
4-BORM. APT. Spread
out! Enjoy the entire apt!
Spacious and close to
campus. Summer rates,
$320/mo. Cable included!
Low fall rates, tool Call
65'4-83-00.
1-STOP SHOPPING. We
have what you need for
your summer and fall '96
apt. 1, 2, 3 & 4•bdrm.
apts. Individual or joint
leases. Various rents,"
locations and amenities.
Northern Management,
654-8300.
4-BDRM. APTS. Two
baths, large rooms. Avail.
for summer & fall.
$330/mo summer rates.
$205~$220/person for
fall. Close to campus. Call
654-8300.
1-BDRM. APTS,
$250/MO. "2-bdrm.
apts , $270/mo. These low
summer rents are the best
in town! Rent includes
basic utilities, parking,
busline service and on-site
laundry. We have low fall
rates, too! Call 6548300 . Hurry! They're
going fast!
$285/MO . Two-bdrm .
apt. for summer. Located
on busline, open parking,
large rooms & balconies
avail. Michigan Place
Apts. Call 654-8300.
2·BDRM. APTS.
Spacious & comfortable.
$475/mo. includes basi c
utilities. Available for
fall. Call today! 6548300.

$285/MO. Two-bdrm.
apts, summer. University
and Southl/iew apts. 1
large, reasonable for fall.
Riverside Property, 2518284.
APT. ROOMS available.
Men/women. Special rates
for spring quarter. Cable
paid. Select Properties,
253-1154.
APT. FOR BLDG. MGR.
Position open June 1 thru
spring quarter '96 at the
most attractive bldg.
across from campus. Avg.
1 o hrs/wk. Competitive
hrly. wages, no need to
work off campus. You
would share one of our
four-bdrm. apts. with your
friends & be responsible' to
oversee a quiet and
pleasant bldg. with the
reputation of being the
most meticulously cleaned
bldg. on campu·s. Position
demands an assertive,
diligent, orgallized, honest
& self-starting individual
that follows on directives
and is in town most
weekends. Open to. a man
or woman. Call Mark at
240-0234.
APTS. AND
EFFICIENCIES. Campus
close. Available now and
next school year, 6546535.
APTS! Efficiencies, two,
three and four-bdrm.
Summer, $99 and up. Fall,
$189 and up. Many styles
and locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
One call rents it all!
APTS. ON THE
BUSLINE!I 1 & 2-bdrm.
apts ." located on the city
busline and the Campus
Clipper. Forget the parking
and traffic hassles! Low
summer & fall rates!
Northern Management ,
654-8300 .
AVAILABLE FALL . 1 , ·
2, 3 & 4-bdrm. houses and
apts, 253-7415.
AVAILABLE SUMMER
and fall. Apts. and houses.
Riverside, 251-8284 or
251-9418.

BEST DEAL on Fifth Ave.
Private rooms, two bath
apts, quiet, well-managed
bldg. Specialize in
matching people to share
apts. 259-0977.
·
BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS
rooms avail. for summer
and fall! A/C, parking,
free laundry, de'cks, close
to campus, great rates,
ve·ry, very clean! Call
immediately. Won't last.
Filling fast. 654-8015.
Located on 528 6th Ave. S.
Ask for Matt.
BIG FIVE-BDRM. newly
remodeled. Private rooms.
Off-street parking. Call
202-9974.
BIG FOUR•BDRM.
townhouse. Five people
max, dw, laundry, central
air, heat, expanded cable,
off-street parking all
included. $600/mo
summer, $750/mo. school
year lease. Two available,
259-8689.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security. Heat paid.
Results Prope_rty
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS APTS. Fourbdrm. apts. between
campus and downtown.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
spacious. Available
summer and fall, 2516005.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Manage_ment, 253-091 O.
CAMPUS KNOLLS on the
park . Three and fourbdrm , spacious apts.
Summer/fall. Close to
scs, 251-181 4.
CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT. One,
two, three and four-bdrm.
Summer/fall !96. Finest
facilities, reasonable
rates. Reserve now! 2511814.

CAMPUS MANAGEMENT
on Fifth! Laundry, tanning
beds, ample parking, wellmanaged. Call now! · 251.
1814.
CAMPUS PLACE APTS.
Efficiencies, two, three
and four-bdrm apts. Six
different locations. Free
extra storage closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
A/C, garages, security.
Heat paid. The plushest pad
in student housing, 253·
9002.
CENTER SQUARE. Four·
bdrm. apts. Renting
spring, summer & fall.
Heat included. A/C,
microwave, laundry. Close
to campus, 253-1320.
CHARLAMAINE APT$ .
1996 summer & fall best
choice! Across from SCSI
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well-cared for building
with classic design.
Practically priced & more
perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved
heated parking,
dishwasher, microwaves.
Tour us 8/4 U make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to
take a look & more info.
CHEAP RENT, quality
building and location.
Immediate opportunity
across from U-Pik-Ouik.
Heavily discounted rent
thru May. Details? 2590977.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms, four
bathrooms, close to SCS.
Dishwasher, microwave,
heat paid. Call 251-8284.
COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $199 fall,
$99 summer. Riverside
Property. Call 251-8284
or 251-9418 .
EFFICIENCY AND one ,
two , three and four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses, many extras.
Riverside Property. Cal l
251-8284 or 251-9418.
FALL HOUSING AVAIL.
2-bdrm. apts. starting at
$415/mo. Great location,
parking, basic utilities, 1st

& 2nd floor avail.
Northern Mangement, 6548300.
FEMALE TO SHARE
house close to SCS. $195,
utilities included. Private
room. 251-8564 after 5
p.m.
FEMALE TO SHARE apt.
Private bdrm. near
downtown SCS. Heat and
parking, 251-4605.
FEMALE SUBLEASER
needed ASAPI Discounted
rent. Many extras. Call
253-8039.
FEMALE SUBLEASER
needed for spring quarter.
Townhomes. Rent
negotiable, 255-5483.
FEMALE SUBLEASER
needed for spring. Close to
campus. Three leVel
furniShed apt. Rent is
negotiable. Call 253-6228.
FEMALE TO SHARE
house in quiet SE side.
Single room, low rent, one
block from Clipper. Call
253-7200 for info.
FEMALES: HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FOR RENT. Newly
remodeled house, fivebdrms, one block from
campus, lots of parking,
women preferred. Mark,
531-9158.
FOUR•BDRM. APT .
available spring quarter.
Heat paid, microwave,
A/C. University West on
7th Ave. 251-6005.
GRADUATING AND
NEED female subleaser to
share four-bdrm. apt.
Private room, security
entry, two showers, one
block from campus, free
heat, water and garage.
Discounted $150/ m o.
Avail. before March 1.
Call Jenn y, 251-253 1.
HOUSES, APT.
HOUSES, apt. buildings.
We have the most complete
selection. Dan/George ,
255-9163/252-2052.
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HOUSES. Summer. Many
locations. Three to

eleven-bdrm. Also, one to
four-bdrm. apts. Great
locations. Dan, 255-9163.

HOUSES. Twenty
locations left for fall '96.
Great locations. Threebdrm. to eleven-bdrm.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
Also, one to four-bdrm.

apts.
HOUSING. Summer and
fall. Dan/George, 2559163/252-2052.
LAKE GEORGE. Twobdrm, heat, parking,
expanded cable paid, onsite laundry. $250,
summer. $450, fall. 2598689.
LAKE GEORGE. One-

bdrm, heat, parking,
expanded cable paid.

ONE AND THREE-BDRM.
apts. Available starting
June 1, 259-9434.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM.
apts. Bentonwood. A
community of 14-4 p1exes.
SE St. Cloud. On busline.
$360-$400, nine mo.
$320-$360, twelve mo.
lease. Dan, 255-9163.
ONE ROOM efficiency
available immediately and
for fall. Clean, quiet
building. Includes utilities
and cable. 259-9434.
ONE-FOUR-bdrm. apts.
Elf. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.
.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm. apts. Close to
SCS, heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.

$320. 259-8689.
LARGE SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C· for the older studen·t.
Utilities included. 706-6th

Ave. S. 252-9226.
M & M SUITES. One
room efficiency for
summer and fall. Includes
air conditioning, cable,
utilities, 259-9434.
M & M APT$. Fourbdrm. apts. for summer
and fall, .259-9434.
MALE SUBLEASER
wanted. Live on campus in
a huge, quiet room. Part
of a three room apt. For
quick response you can
receive $100 cash. Call
Josh at 252-4242.
MEN AND WOMEN "to
share four-bdrm. apts.
Available now and spring.
Heat paid, dishwasher,
campus close. 251-6005.
METROVIEW APTS.
Three-bdrms, close fo
SCS, decks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning.
Riverside, 251-9418 or
251-8284 .
NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
NOW REN T-ING. Summer
and fall '96. One, three,
four-bdrm. and efficiency .
rooms. Excellent
locations, 251-1814.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, gar8.ges,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

PARK SOUTH APTS.
Large four-bdrm. units.
Summer and fall leases
available. A/C, DW, MW,
reserved parking, security
building, clean. Call for
showing. Tom, 253-1898
or Paul, 267-5752.
PRIVATE ROOMS for
men and women near SCS.
Heat paid, newer apts,
intercom entries, E.P.M.
251-6005.

STATEVIEW _APT$.
Four-bdrm. apts, 1 1/2
baths, heat paid,
dishwashers, microwave,
A/C. Renting summer and
fall. E.P.M. 251-6005.

SUBLET DISCOUNTS
now and spring for men and
women in four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
E.P.M. 251-6005.
SUBLET. Three, four and
efficiency room avaifable .
Close. 251-1814.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SCS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.

SUMMER AND FALL
'96-'97 school year. Two,
four and five-bdrm. apts.
$230-$269. Call 2599283 or 252-6697.
TWO-BDRM. APTS .
totally remodeled. Close to
campus. Cable and parking
free. Select Properties,
253-1154.
TWO-BDRM . APT.
available March 1. Must
see!! Free cable, heat,
parking, many extras!
Southside, near SCS. Call
253-8773.

PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for sulTlmer and
fall: Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available.
Campus Quarters, 575-7th
St. S. 252-9226.

TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Large bdrms. 'sCmmer and
fall. Prefer year leases .
Allan, 253-3488 or 2511010.

RAVINE APTS . Fall
1996, 253-711 6.

TWO-BDRM. APTS. in
nice four-plex by
Ha1enbeck Hall, 251-8941.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
roommate needed to sha~e
large two-bdrm. apt.
lnc;:ludes own p~ol)e,
bath-room, walk-in-closet.
$265/mo. plus 1/2
electric. Avail. March 1.
Call ·Dawn, 240-6931.
Leave message.

TWO LARGE bdrms. in
duplex by Halenbeck Hall.
Call 251-8941.

TWO-BDRM . APTS.
Close to SCS. Two, three
or four persons. Airconditioning. Riverside
Property, 2·5 1-8284 or
251-9418.

ROOMS FOR MALE
students. $170/mo. All
utilities paid. Four blocks
to SCS. Call 251-5246.

UNIVERSITY NORTH.
Two, three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid, decks,
dishwashers. Riverside
Property ; 251-8284 or
251-9418.
.

SHARED RENTALS .
$200/mo. Includes
utilities and heat. 511
14th St. S, 253-7415.
Avail. immediately.

UNIVERSITY PLACE.
Three and four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, carports, campus
close. E.P.M. 251-6005.

SPRING. Three, four and
efficiency roDms available.
Good rates! 251-1814.

UNIVERSITY WEST on
7th. Four-bdrm. apts, heat
paid, garages, laundry,
dishwashers, newer
building. l:.P.M. 2516005.

STATESIDE. Large fourbdrm. units near campus.
1 1/2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security, heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacious closets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid. Results

Property Management,
253-0910.

VARIETY? WE HAVE
IT I We have a variety of
apts. to meet your summer
and fall needs . 1, 2, 3 &
4-bdrm. apts . with summer
rates as low as $250/mo.
Call our leasing personnel
and let them take your
worries out of renting.
Northern Management,
654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS. Fourbdrm. apts. Heat and cable
paid, dish.washers,
microwaves, A/C, clos8 to
Halenbeck Hall, 251-6005.
WINDSOR WEST . Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
WOMEN. Available now!
One-bdrm. in rooming
house. Very nice and
clean!! $200/mo. Off.
street parking, one block
from campus. Phone 2514160 or 255-1274.
WOMAN. Share house
fall, $175 to $225.
Walking distance, parking,
laundry, keyed rooms.
Hillary, 656-0719.

callers.

GRANTS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS are
available. Billions of
dollars in grants. Qualify
immediately, (800) 2432435 (800-AID-2-HELP) .
MUGWUMPS. We play
harder. An online
computer service for
gamers. To play set your
comm package to ANSI-BBS
and dial 240-6857.
PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy _
Center. Call (612) 2531962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St, Suite
205, St. Cloud.

RESUMES/COVER
LETTERS. Professional.
240-2355.
SPRING BREAK. Save
over $100. Cancun $399,
South Padre Island $99.
Limited space available
(must ask for "No Frills"
rate). Low cost air
available, .too. Call now,
(800) SURFS-UP, (800)
787-3787.
SPRING BREAK Mazatlan
from $399 . Air/sevennights hotel/free nightly
beer parties/discounts.
(800) 366-4786.
http://www.mazexp.com

ATTENTION A!,.L
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scholarships available!
Billions of$$$ in pri vate
funding. Qualify
immediately. (800) AID2-HELP, (800) 243-2435.

SPRING BREAKS
"Hottest Trips ." Cancun,
South Padre Island, Belize.
(800) 328-7513.
http://www.studentadvtra
v.com Call Erin @ 2554638. Free food and drink
package for early sign-ups.

BUY 2, GET 1 tow ticket
free: Hill Billy Hills snow
tubing in St. Joe is now
open- with "mild to wild"
hills and tow ropes to get
back to the top. Private
parties are also available .
Call Hill Billy Hills for
more info. 363-7797.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. for ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students, $5. All
other weekdays, $6.

FOUND : Ladies watch.
Business bldg. area. Call
259-5776 after 3 p.m.

TYPING, SPELL CHECK,
laser printing, campus
delivery. 240-2355.

FREE FINANCIAL aid!
Over $? billion in public
and private sector grants
& scholarships are now
available. All students are
eligible regardless of
grades, income, or
parent's income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial
Services, (800) 263-6495
ext. F56812.

TYPING & WORD
PROCESSING. Term
papers, reports, thesis,
etc. Efficient service,
reasonable, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 271-7001.

FUNDRAISER Motivated groups needed to
earn $500+ promoting
AT&T, Discover, gas and
retail cards. Since 1969,
we've helped thousands of
groups raise the money
they need. Call Gina at
(800) 592-2121 ext. 198.
Free CO to qualified
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WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and
courteous, will w ork with
you t o determine a
shooting schectule that will
fit your wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photographers .to make
sure that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable
packages. For more
information call Paul at
654-8501.
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$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For info. call
(301) 306-1207.

or sailing . For additional
information and an
appli cation call 654-0865 .
BABYS ITTER NEEDED
part-time. Call 259-5688.
CRUISE SHIPS now
hiring. Earn up to
$2 ,000+/month working
on cruise ships or landtour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & fulltime employment available.
No experience necessary.
For more information call
(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56812.
HELP WANTED:
Volunteer baseball and
softball coaches needed for
Cathedral/J23rd athletic
program. Contact
Margaret Wurm at 2513421.

500 SUMMER CAMP
opportunities in NY, PA,
New England. Choose from
over 40 camps.
Instructors needed:
Tennis, baseball, hockey,
rollerblade, soccer,
lacrosse, softball ,
volleyball, basketball, PE
majors, education majors,
gymnastics, english,
riding, lifeguard, WSI,
water skiing, sailing,
windsurfing, fitness,
archery, mt. biking ,
pioneering, rockclimbing,
ropes, dance, piano
accompanist, dramatics ,
cer8. micS, jewelry,
woodshop, photography,
radio , nature, RN's, chefs
and food service . Arlene
(800) 443-6428 or (516)
433-8033.

HIRING SPRING
QUARTER! ARAMARK
Food Service is hiring
positions for Taco Bell ,
Pizza Hut & Garvey
Commons. Rate is
$5.30/hr. Flexible shifts.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students needed! Fishing
industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per
month. Room and board!
Transportation! Male or
female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)
971-3510 ext. A56811.

SCHEDULE YOUR OWN
SHIFTS! See our display
ad on page 15 to find out
more about the perfect
part-time job! Immediate
openings close to campus!
Join the 50+ SCS students
already working for Meyer
Associate's winning team.
Call 259-4054, Sun. - Fri.
between 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. for
a telephone application.
B'.E

ARE YOU READY for a
fun filled summer? Camp
Birchwood and Gunflint
Wilderness Camp, two
small northern Minnesota
children's camps, seek
counselors, administrative
and support staff for
employment beginning June
6. Experience in one of the
following activity areas
desirable: Horseback
riding, sailing, tennis,
swimming, waterskiing,
canoe tripping, biking,
fishing, windsurfing, dance

IN COLLEGE and need
money? You can make a
full-time income on a parttime basis. Call (800)
920-3652 or 267-4267.
If no answer, please leave
message.
NATIONAL PARKS
hiring. Pos itions are now
availal51e atn&tionar"pai'l(s,
for ests & w ildlif e
preserves. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext.
N56811.

STUDENTS •• •FLEXIBLE
jobs available! Meyer
Associates, Inc. is looking ..
for individuals with
pleasant phone
personalities and excellent
listening skills . Join the
50+ SCS students already
working for MAi's winning
team! Here's what we
offer : ·start now or
interview now and start

after spring break!
·evening shifts 4:309 :30. ""Work the shifts
you want to fit your class
schedule! *Day shifts
flexible between 9:004:00 . "'Choose your own
hours to fit your t:lass
schedule! "'Work as few as
20 hrs/wk. or as many as
40. •starting wage of
$5.50 or $5.75/hr. plus
bonuses! "'Average
earnings of $7/hrl *Job
.that enhances your resume.
Call 259-4054 between 6
p.m. - 9 p.m, Sun-Fri, for
a telephone application.
SUMMER JOBS Counselors and staff. Boys
summer camp/Mass. Top
salary. Rm/bd/laundry,
travel allowance. Must
have skill in one of the
following activities :
Archery, baseball,
basketball, drama. drums,
fencing, football, golf,
guitar, hockey, lacrosse,
nature, nurses,
photography, piano, pool,
rocketry, rollerblading,
ropes, sailing, scuba,
secretary, soccer, tennis,
track, waterski,
windsurfing, weights,
wood. Call Jeff, (800)
494-6238.
SUMMER JOBS . All
land/water sports .
Prestigious children's
camps in Adironack
Mountains near Lake
Placid, (800) 786-8373.
TENNIS JOBS - Summer
sports camps in Mass. Men
and women With good
tennis background who can
teach children to play
tennis. Good salary, room
& board, travel allowance.
Call Jeff, (800) 4946238.

MEN'S 14K gold wedding
band. 1/4 ctw, $400.
Existing warranty, (612)
274-8382.
WOMAN'S 14K gold
wedding ring set. 1/2
ctw, $800 or b/o.
Existing warranty, (612}
8382.

I:.:
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JESUS AND SATAN are
pretend. The Vatican never
excommunicated Hitler,

any other Nazi, or the
Kaiser. Individual atheists
are no more responsible
for what Stalin or Mao did
than individual Christians
are responsible for what
Hitler and the Kaiser did.
Those who accept infinite
torture as perfectly right
have learned to dissociate
from the feelings of
victims and so can commit
holocausts and not feel
revulsion. To be Christian
is to try to push
responsibility for your life
onto a pretend being rather
than to take it yourself.
Atheism is true.
Skeptically question
everything.

~
4TH ANNUAL GRANITE
City Collegiate Lacrosse
tournament Feb. 17 and 18.
Starts Sat. at 2 p.m.
Hosting ISU, MSU, SJU,
Bethal, Carleton, UMD,
UMN, SCSU and Lacrosse.
NEED INFO _ on alcohol or
substance use, effects,
abuse? Give us a call.
ADAPT , 255-4850. The
alcohol and drug awareness
and prevention team.
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International Students
Association {ISA).
Meetings are 5 p.m . to 6
p.m. every Thursday in
Lady Slipper Room ,
Atwood.
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
Anonymous meeting needs
your help. If you are a
recovering alcoholic and
would like to see. this group
revived call Jo1nne at
255-4850.
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. " Building
experience for tomorrow.·
All majors welcome. Join
us on Wednesdays at noon
and 5 p.m. in Stewart Hall,
Room 308.
JOIN ECO, the
Environmental Crisis
Organization . Meetings at
5 p.m. every Tuesday in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood . Recycle this
issue, it's free.
INTERESTED in joining a
· fraternity? Call 2539755.

HAVE YOU EVER wanted
to join a sorority, but need
more info? Contact Trisha
at 253-2347 .

NONTRADITIONAL
Student Support Group.
Are you married, parent,
veteran, older than 23?
Meet others, share
experiences. Meets 11
a.m. every Wednesday in
Stewart Hall 103. Contact
Shelly , 255-3171 .

BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmobile is at 1204
South 7th St. It' s there
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
every Friday. Phone 2517641 . Walk-ins welcome!

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Student Society (PRSSA)
provides opportunities for
students of all majors .
Meets at 5 p.m. Tuesdays
in SH120. For more info.
call Erin at 240-8733.

UTVS TELEVISION is
looking for dedicated
members. All majors
welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for more
information.

FIRST NATIONS meets
at 4 p.m. every
Wednesday. All students
welcome. Contact
American Indian Center for
more info.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Services has many job
listings for students. Stop
by our office in AS 1 01 or
view our job board in.
Atwood.
CHECK OUT the Social
Work Association ·at 1 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Lady
Slipper Room, Atwood.
Everyone is welcome. This
could be your chance to get
involved!

INTERESTED IN
photography? Come join
the SCS photo club. Meets
at 1 p.m. Wednesdays in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB:
Meets at noon on
Wednesdays, SH214. All
students welcome. Bring
ideas. Future events:
Speakers, trips and
museums. Call 240-0680.

EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
cultures! Come join

Buy Clmeds 255-2164
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Haw you ae.n h•~ N>o a( lhe 1no•I rec:ogntttd and

aca:ptrd credit cards In the lWrld ... VJsa"' and MastetCardS
credit cards..."ln your narnc.H EVEN If YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1\JHNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISAe and MastctCarde the credit cards you
dcsc~ and need for- ID-DOOJ{S-DEPAl?TMENT
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No turn downs !
No cred It checks!

No

security deposit!

•-:.:. ......
SEND TIIE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS AUE WAITING!

YJ~S!
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ADDl<l'5S _ _ _ _
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"My daughter was in a car accident. Her
life was saved_by American Red Cross
blood donors."

Be aRed Cross blood donor.
Call 1-800 -GIVE-LIFE today and make

anappointmen1 1osavea life.

HERE'S A TICKET TO
YOUR FU URE!!

ENROLL IN
AN INTERESTING CLASS
THAT WILL GIVE YOU
SKILLS FOR EMPLOYMENT.
:> /G•n EDJ TECH 157 COMPUTERS IN INDUSTRY
How many applications are there?
:> !G•n EDJ TECH 165 PHOTO TECH I
How are images captured, manipulated, &
presented?
:> TECH 16~
PHOTO TECH If
How colorf~I is your image?
:>TECH 265 PHOTO SENSITOMETRY
How sensitive is film?

:> TECH 430/530

QUALITY ASSURANCE
PHILOSOPHIES

What do employers~ant you to know?

Prices Will Go NO Lower!.

UP TO 75% OFF
• Skis • Snow Boards • Clothing • Accessories •
We must make room for incoming bicycles, kayaks,
canoes and camping equipment.
- .-

:

I want VlSA8/MASfERCARD9 C=lll:
Cllrdupptoved lnun<dlalcly. 100¾ OUARAHTEED

90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING AVAILABLE - -

Hurry In ior Best Selection fl..# Hours: M-F 10·9, Sat.10-6, Sun. 11-5
VUl,•l ~•
3rd Slreet Plaza, (Behind Crossroads), SI. Cloud

251-9036 or 1-800-317-9036

1111///2

~

YOUR RECREATION SUPERSTORE. HIGH QUALITY EQUIPMENT. LOW1 PRICE GUARANTEE

